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Abstract

In distributed applications knowing the topological properties of the underlying commu-
nication network may lead to better performing algorithms. For instance, in distributed
regression frameworks, knowing the number of active sensors allows to correctly weight
prior information against evidence in the data. Moreover, continuously estimating the
number of active nodes or communication links corresponds to monitoring the network
connectivity and thus to being able to trigger network reconfiguration strategies. It is
then meaningful to seek for estimators of the properties of the communication graphs that
sense these properties with the smallest possible computational/communications overheads.

Here we consider the problem of distributedly counting the number of agents in a
network. This is at the same time a prototypical summation problem and an essential
task instrumental to evaluating more complex algebraic expressions such as products
and averages which are in turn useful in many distributed control, optimization and
estimation problems such as least squares, sensor calibration, vehicle coordination and
Kalman filtering.

Being interested in generality, we consider computations in anonymous networks, i.e.,
in frameworks where agents are not ensured to have unique IDs and the network lacks
a centralized authority. This setting implies that the set of distributedly computable
functions is limited, that there is no size estimation algorithm with uniformly bounded
computational complexity that can provide correct estimates with probability one, and
thus that scalable size estimators are non-deterministic functions of the true network size.
Natural questions are then: which one is the scheme that leads to topology estimators
that are optimal in Mean Squared Error (MSE) terms? And what are the fundamental
limitations of information aggregation for topology estimation purposes, i.e., what can be
estimated and what not?

Our focus is then to understand how to distributedly estimate cardinalities given devices
with bounded resources (e.g., battery/energy constraints, communication bandwidth,
etc.) and how considering different assumptions and trade-offs leads to different optimal
strategies. We specifically consider the case of peer-to-peer networks where all the
participants are required to: i) share the same final result (and thus the same view of the
network) and ii) keep the communication and computational complexity at each node
uniformly bounded in time.

To this aim, we study four different estimation strategies that consider different trade-
offs between accuracy and convergence speed and characterize their statistical performance
in terms of bias and MSE.
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Part I





Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last two decades, peer-to-peer networks have emerged as the elective distributed
computations paradigm to contrast the traditional structure of centralized systems. By the
terms peer-to-peer and distributed networks we mean networked systems of heterogeneous
computational units (the network’s nodes, often also termed agents) that aim at coop-
eratively solving a computational problem, i.e., cooperatively performing a distributed
computation. The applicability of these frameworks appears to be broad since these
systems can take disparate forms, ranging from biological to transportation networks.
Among the most popular examples of fully distributed and large scale systems we find
peer-to-peer Internet overlays such as file sharing and VoIP services. According to a 2009
campaign [1], peer-to-peer networks can account for 40 to 70 percent (depending on the
geographical location) of the overall Internet traffic. Moreover, peer-to-peer file sharing
networks had generated by far the most traffic in all the monitored regions across the world.

The study of large scale distributed and autonomous systems is motivated on several
grounds. Most importantly, by their nature and as highlighted above, the applicability
of distributed computations frameworks has a universal character. Moreover, modern
pervasive computing and the consequential emergence of new large scale computer net-
works has opened to the natural question of how to enable these networks to operate
beyond the possibilities of current centralized systems. The vision is that by leveraging
the computational power of the future webs of thousands and millions of interacting
machines and computational devices will enable the execution of today’s task in a more re-
liable and efficient manner and it will unlock the potential of executing new disruptive tasks.

Large distributed networks with time varying topology are complex systems that
necessitate to run efficient background services to maintain the network state and a shared
view thereof. This work follows then the vision of enabling distributed controllers of these
complex networked systems by first enabling their most basic computational building
blocks.
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1.1 Decentralization

Decentralized architectures aim at steering away from the common pitfalls of centralized
designs where a small group of systems is responsible for servicing the whole network.
Hierarchical structures are in general difficult to scale since centralization easily leads
to inefficiencies due to processing bottlenecks and necessitates further of redundancy to
both attain the performance and to elude catastrophic scenarios where the failure of a
negligible percentage of the nodes fully disrupts the operation of the network. The system
designer would instead wish to develop networks that are robust against localized failures
and such that disruptions have a local character too, i.e., they are limited to the loss of
the information stored at the failing node.

Distributed solutions arise naturally in the presence of scalability and robustness (e.g.,
fault-tolerance) concerns and present opportunities for reducing operational costs. In a
truly distributed setting, the network operates by exploiting predominantly local resources
such as the computing power, the memory storage and the battery energy at the node
and local communications with the neighbors. To contrast traditional centralized systems,
there is then no specialized peer such as a centralized authority or a central memory
storage: Every peer is an equal participant.

1.1.1 Scalability and reliability

Scalability and reliability are two main high-level performance indices of a networked
system. If we disregard an application specific focus, scalability (of a networked framework
or a distributed algorithm) can be defined in terms of how other measurable quantities,
such as the bandwidth usage and the load (computations/memory/communications) dis-
tribution over the network nodes, behave as the size of the system (i.e., the number of
participants) grows. Broadly speaking, the reliability of a distributed system evaluates
how well the network can perform a given task in both nominal and failure conditions, i.e.,
in spite of peer churn (that phenomenon in which the network’s cardinality continuously
varies in time due to peers connecting and disconnecting to and from it) or failure sce-
narios where some distributed resources (such as information) become suddenly unavailable.

Fully distributed systems are scalable technologies by design since the conceptual
design of distributed algorithms is independent of the network’s physical topology, because
nodes run these algorithms without differentiation and in a cooperative way and because
all the needed computational primitives (e.g., synchronization) are also distributed. They
are moreover fault resilient since an implication of lacking detailed assumptions on the
network topology is that peers are allowed to join and leave at any time. Indeed, the
novel distributed estimators discussed in this work can both gracefully cope with user
churn (due to, e.g., the ad-hoc nature of the communication channels) and recover from
catastrophic events without halting the network’s operations.
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1.1.2 Anonymity
A relevant aspect of distributed systems is that, in principle, they can be designed to
carry out privacy-preserving computations. The so called anonymous networks, have the
property that nodes are not required to carry intrinsic identificative information such as,
e.g., local numeric IDs that can be used to uniquely distinguish any node from its peers.

For an instance that is suggestive of the applicability of such frameworks, consider
that suggesting optimal routing in a traffic network can yield better traffic performance
than introducing new links in the physical road network. Given that optimal routing is
based on knowing the traffic conditions, a cost effective strategy to traffic estimation is
to let vehicles participate in an anonymous, infrastructure-less, distributed cardinality
estimation algorithm.

1.1.3 Challenges
While it is seemingly desirable to depart from centralized architectures, the lack of a central
authority adds a layer of complexity to the design of practical and efficient distributed
algorithms. Indeed, the lack of an authority with global knowledge about the state of the
network and the weak a priori information brings the need for the network to maintain
this knowledge using tools that conform to the distributed paradigm. Decentralization
thus offers several technical challenges in the areas of distributed control, self-organization,
and self-sensing tools such as distributed topology estimation.

1.2 Distributed self-sensing tools
Networked applications require global knowledge of the network’s state in order to attain
the desired performance. In this respect, the structure of the communication topology
is of particular importance since it represents one of the most affecting quantities of
a distributed system (e.g., it limits how and how fast the information can flow among
the agents [2]). Indeed, the importance of having information on the topology of the
network has been recognized in several real-world large scale networks (such as the Internet,
biological and social networks). Quoting [3]: “[. . . ] there is an increasingly voiced need
to move beyond reductionist approaches and try to understand the behavior of the system
as a whole. Along this route, understanding the topology of the interactions between the
components, i.e., networks, is unavoidable.” When all the peers are able to share the
same view of the network, they can coherently plan control actions and self-reorganization
measures.

Consider then that in a distributed scenario it may not be desirable, or even possible, to
rely on a communication topology that is defined during the design phase. Implementing
truly smart sensors and actuators networks requires thus opportune self-diagnosis tools,
that lessen or ease maintenance tasks. A direction towards the broader deployment of
distributed control networks is then the introduction of tools that allow the distributed
computation of functions of either the physical or logical state of the network. In particular,
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the structure of the underlying communication graph constrains the flow of information
and thus directly affects the attainable performance. In practice, statistics such as the
number of nodes (i.e., the cardinality of the network), the number of arcs, the average
number of incoming/outgoing arcs per node etc., are often either a prerequisite or critical
for efficient operation. There is, in fact, an active research community focusing on such
graph discovery algorithms [4, 5, 6]. These algorithms can be used to build, on top of
them, automated topology change detectors, so that agents of a network can discover
changes in its connectivity properties and react by triggering specialized problem-detection
procedures, e.g., searches for coverage or routing holes [7], and, in cascade, strategies for
the reconfiguration of the network itself [8, 9].

Since it is then necessary to continuously manage information on the global state
of the network and to make this information available to all the participants, it is then
meaningful to build these self-sensing tools on top of other, already available, distributed
computational building blocks such as consensus primitives.

1.3 Anonymous networks
The concept of anonymous networks refers to that computational networked settings where
little or no positive requirements are posed on the amount of knowledge that each compu-
tational node has on the local and global network topology. Consequently, anonymous
networks admit only local communications (broadcast or point-to-point along labeled
edges). Moreover, they are characterized by the fact that each peer is anonymous in the
sense that nodes are not endowed with numeric IDs or signatures that uniquely identify
them.

Distributed computations in these networked settings have been studied extensively.
Basic research in this field focused on characterizing what can be computed deterministically,
devising self-configuration protocols (for, e.g., routing communications), storing and sharing
information (for, e.g., object replication, data aggregation and distributed database
interfaces) and self-sensing tools (for estimating global properties of the system since this
knowledge is not available a priori). To the best of our knowledge, [10] is the first work
to question what are the fundamental computational limits of an anonymous network
and sparks the discussion on two related topics, namely, if the network can elect a leader
when each node starts from an undifferentiated state and if the network can recognize
the underlying communication topology. Along the same directions, [11] highlights the
importance and centrality of a priori information on the cardinality of the network: having
or lacking knowledge about the number of peers determines which problems can be solved
in an otherwise anonymous setting. In particular, one of the main results of [11] is of
a negative nature. Deterministic node counting algorithms do not scale in anonymous
networks:

Theorem 1 ([11]) There is no algorithm for computing a non-symmetric function1 in a
1Let (fN : DN → C)N∈N be the family of distributed mappings computed by the network in function

of its size N : fN has N arguments which correspond to the local state of the N nodes (DN is the product
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ring of unknown number of anonymous processors that is partially correct with probability
one and its average bit complexity is bounded.

[12] shows that in an anonymous setting the class of computable functions is restricted
to the frequency based ones, namely, those functions whose value depends only on the
relative frequency of the arguments. The characterization of some historical, deterministic,
computational problems on anonymous networks under different assumption on the amount
of knowledge on the network that is held at the nodes can be found in the comprehensive
works [13, 14, 15].

[16] analyses instead what can be computed in an anonymous setting if node have
access to a random number generator. In this modified setting nodes can, for instance,
generate local IDs (unique throughout the network with arbitrarily high probability)
and then propagate lists of tagged values enabling the distributed computation of some
non-symmetric functions such as the cardinality of the network. We stress, however,
that approaches based on exchanging lists of IDs do not scale since packets lengths grow
proportionally to the cardinality of the network.

1.4 Applications of cardinality estimators
Continuous cardinality estimation is a basic requirement in several decentralized approaches
to optimal routing in dynamic networks. In self-configuring peer-to-peer networks (such as
networks running a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) service), the construction of the routing
overlay depends on the continuous estimation of the network size N . In fact, knowledge
about N affects how the overlay is re-configured, as nodes join or leave the network, in
order to attain the global performance. DHT systems use the network size as a decision
parameter to minimize the amount of communication overhead (in terms of the time
averaged number of maintenance communications needed at run-time) by letting nodes
control the in-degrees [17] while the freedom on the out-degrees can be exploited to keep a
logarithmic network diameter improving the lookup latency of searches (as measured by
the length of the routing paths) [18]. In [19], the optimal node degree and hop count for
propagated messages are all functions of the network size: controlling for these indexes
guaranties resilience to massive node failures, low maintenance overhead and good balanc-
ing properties among the peers. In [20, 21, 22, 23] the local routing and indexing tables
that establish the logical communication overlay are sized proportionally to the logarithm
of the network’s size. The importance of information about the network size in how DHTs
manage the logical communication overlay is perhaps best elucidated by the presence of
ad-hoc size estimation strategies embedded within some of these protocols [18, 24].

Probabilistic dissemination protocols are lightweight epidemic protocols that find ap-
plication in aggregation, event notification and object replication in publish/subscribe
environments. Reliable communications in large unstructured networks require full knowl-
edge of group membership and therefore large computational and communication resources.

set DN for some domain D). The map fN is called symmetric if for all x ∈ DN and any natural number
k > 1 there holds fN (x) = fkN (xk) where xk is the element (x, x, . . . , x) ∈ DkN .
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A direction towards scalable communications is then to introduce local caches with uni-
formly bounded sizes and partial views of the network topology at each node. A natural
optimization question is then how to manage efficiently the partial views and the transmis-
sion caches to improve the probability that messages reach all the intended destinations.
Since the gossiping parameters (such as the rate of contagion) are fixed and shared by the
network, nodes can exploit estimates of the size to infer which messages can be dropped
and the optimal sizing of the partial views [25, 26] in order to attain a given level of
contagion.

In distributed voting applications the network routinely runs a ballot to perform a
binary decision (which is instrumental to, e.g., synchronization of the control policies).
Distributed voting solutions have been proposed in which all the nodes can cast a vote
on a given topic and then read out the ballot either exactly or probabilistically [27, 28].
Notice that, given a cardinality estimation primitive the network is able to count the total
number of favorable and unfavorable votes and thus determine if there is a quorum in a
fully distributed way.

In sensor networks, small smart devices endowed with computational power, batteries
and a radio are distributed on a large geographical area to perform tasks such as mon-
itoring and surveillance. It is interesting to observe that these devices are increasingly
capable of accurately sensing the surrounding environment and, importantly, become more
and more reliable computing platforms. Towards the possibility of truly autonomous
distributed sensor and actuators networks, it becomes necessary to design self-sensing
tools that measure the operational condition of the network. Applications of cardinality
estimators in sensor networks involve, for instance, the fast aggregation of measured
quantities over the network and the estimation of histograms of these data [29, 30]. Since
changes in the topology of communication networks such as sudden appearance or dis-
appearance of links or nodes may signal malicious attacks or malfunctions, a topology
change detector may then be useful to trigger alarms or self-reconfiguration procedures [31].

Finally we notice that the problem of distributedly estimating network cardinalities is
closely related to the problem of estimating the number of distinct elements in a multi-set
which has received increasing attention from the computer science community since the late
‘80s. For instance, in data base query optimization it is desirable to estimate the number
of unique elements in a sub-tree by performing only one pass over the data and using
uniformly bounded computational resources (such as the overall memory consumption and
the number of operations per entry) [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Cardinality estimators based
on the same principles enable the efficient detection of certain malicious attacks against
core network routers by counting the number of unique source and destination IP-address
pairs in the local internet traffic [38, 35, 36].

1.5 Contribution
We focus on the problem of estimating the cardinality of a network in a distributed way
and specifically consider an anonymous networks setting (see the introductory discussion
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in Section 1.3). In our settings, each node avails of bounded computational (i.e., memory,
computing-time) and communication resources. We shall discuss extensively the trade-offs
that our estimation strategies imply. The network’s peers are undifferentiated in the
sense that they are anonymous (i.e., they are not endowed with IDs), they all run the
same estimation algorithm and moreover they have little or no a priori information on
the network topology (see Chapter 3 for a formal description of the networked setting).
We aim at developing and characterizing algorithms that are practical, efficient, scalable,
resilient to failures and such that the computations are performed distributedly. We
moreover require that all peers in the network eventually reach the same estimate of the
network size: at the end of the process all peers shall share the same view of the estimated
topological property.

The most prominent part of this work considers randomized estimation strategies that
are fast (in terms of the convergence time) and terminate in a number of steps equal to
the diameter of the network. It is indeed meaningful to consider fast strategies since many
real life networks follow organizing principles that can be modeled using random graphs
and it is a well known property of random graphs that their diameter scales with the
logarithm of their sizes [3]. This is the case for, e.g., the Internet [3].

We present two novel size estimation strategies that are based on the computation
of symmetric and idempotent consensus functions, namely order-statistics consensus and
max consensus. We characterize their statistical performance in terms of bias and Mean
Squared Error (MSE) and show how both approaches have state-of-the-art performance
in the class of strategies considering the same trade-offs. We also consider a fast average
consensus scheme that is based on the aggregation of maximum values and thus enjoys
the convergence properties of max consensus.

We moreover contribute with a novel, tight, statistical characterization of an existing
cardinality estimator that is based on average consensus and a Bernoulli trials random-
ization scheme that closes the theoretical questions on the statistical performance of this
particular estimator.

1.6 Organization of this manuscript
This chapter overviewed the basic ideas behind decentralization, described the most
affecting trade-offs and thus highlighted the research opportunities in distributed networks.
We argued on the relevance of self-sensing tools as enablers of the autonomous functions
of these complex systems and identified the cardinality estimation problem as a relevant
prototypical distributed computational task. We motivated the latter choice by reviewing
the applications of cardinality estimator and then started to formalize our anonymous
networks computational framework.

Chapter 2 contains instead a literature review of previous work on the cardinality
estimation problem with a focus on networked solutions. We categorize the literature in
terms of exact and approximated (randomized) estimation strategies and then further
describe the basis of how the network collects or generates information on the estimand.
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Chapter 3 fully formalizes the cardinality estimation problem and the networked
computational framework. We moreover discuss what are our requirements on the algorithm
such as, e.g., its convergence speed, and discuss the performance indexes through which
they are evaluated.

Chapter 4 describes the novel techniques and the main results in the publications
collated to this thesis. We refer the reader to [39] as a source of background material on
statistical inference and point-estimation.

Chapter 5 collects the concluding remarks and lists some relevant research direc-
tions within the topic of anonymous distributed counting and more in general computations.

As for the four publications collated to this work:

• Paper A discusses a novel cardinality estimation algorithm that is based on dis-
tributedly computing order statistics consensus over random vectors. The structure
of the computational procedure enables the derivation of both point and interval
estimators and their complete statistical characterization. Remarkably, for small
networks the point estimator works as a counting mechanism, and this represents
an improvement with respect to the existing literature. Moreover, the statistical
performance of the estimator compare favorably to that of other size estimation
techniques that have the same convergence properties.

• Paper B discusses a novel cardinality estimation algorithm that is based on dis-
tributedly computing max consensus over random vectors. In this work we departed
from the literature by considering that in practice agents exchange information that
is intrinsically quantized. In particular, we considered discretized local memories
and used bit-wise max-consensus operations. Assuming a frequentist statistical
picture we characterized that particular estimation scheme where each bit of the
information generated during the initialization of the algorithm is generated inde-
pendently. This has lead to the design of the information generation scheme so
that the final a-consensus quantity has maximal Fisher information content. We
characterized the performance of this size estimation strategy and showed that its
MSE is often favorable against the MSEs of max-consensus based estimators that
neglect quantization (given the same number of bits exchanged during the consensus
protocol).

• Paper C proposes a novel mechanism for estimating averages on top of the aggrega-
tion of maxima. We characterized the statistical performance of the novel estimator
and started considering when it performs better than linear consensus strategies.
Due to the lack of tight bounds describing the essential spectral radius of a generic
average consensus matrix P , it proves difficult to solve the problem of selecting the
best performing strategy. Instead, we derived a characterization for Cayley graphs
in terms of an analytical sufficient condition ensuring when the performance of
averaging via max-consensus are better then those of the classical average consensus
in terms of the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) (assuming the worst case
dynamics). As expected, there is no uniformly-better strategy: depending on the
initial condition, either the former or the latter wins.
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• Paper D considers the problem of estimating the size of an anonymous network by
means of a specific strategy that generalizes the algorithm “agents elect a leader, the
leader generates 1 and the non-leaders 0, then agents compute an average consensus,
that leads to the inverse of the searched network size”. The procedure in case, indeed,
removes the need for implementing a leader election algorithm, and requires only
the computation of averages on some randomized i.i.d. Bernoulli trials. This paper
then completes the statistical characterization of the algorithm through a novel
tight bound on the probability of errors and a more precise indication on how the
Bernoulli trials success rate should be chosen.





Chapter 2

Literature review

Historically, the problem of efficiently estimating cardinalities has been tailored to two
distinct application domains. In the computer science community, cardinality estimators
have been motivated as storage-efficient means to count the number of unique elements
in a large data stream. In the networked control community, these tools have instead
been purposed both as topological self-sensing tools and as the basic building blocks
for distributed computations. The known solutions for one setting have different degree
of adaptability to the other one but there is, overall, an overlap in how these tools are
designed and characterized. Given this background, this review refers to literature from
both research streams while paying a particular attention to the networked setting.

A taxonomy of cardinality estimation strategies can be established by considering
which primitive operations can be performed reliably by the network and by the basic
building blocks that form the estimation algorithm exploiting those operations. Two of
the most impacting aspects in the design of a distributed size estimation algorithm are:

i) the networked computational setting, i.e., the framework of assumptions that are
posed on how the network operates (e.g., the nature of the communications and the
constraints on the availability of local resources);

ii) the information generation mechanism, i.e., how the network distributedly generates
and propagates information on the unknown network cardinality.

The computational setting in point i) constraints what can be computed by the network
and thus, in particular, how and how efficiently the network can compute cardinality
estimators. The main assumptions concerning the networked setting are:

• the availability or lack of a structured communication overlay;

• the availability or lack of numeric IDs attached to peers, i.e., the possibility to
uniquely identify peers by means of these IDs;

• the availability or lack of a master node that is responsible for both initiating the
cardinality estimation procedure and for collecting the results;
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• the degree of knowledge about topological properties of the network such as bounds
on the size or its diameter.

As for point ii), instead, size estimation algorithms can be classified by

• if the algorithm is deterministic or randomized;

• in a randomized strategy, if the collection of the information is performed from the
whole network or just from a sample of the global node population;

• if the collection of the information is lossless or lossy, i.e., if information is compressed
into lower dimensional representations known as sketches.

In very constrained frameworks such as anonymous networks the accuracy of the final
estimate usually depends on the particular trade-off between the amount of bandwidth used
by the procedure and the amount of time needed from initialization to when the estimate
is available. There is then a large body of literature that studies how to measure these
quantities assuming a different stress on the necessary computational/communication/time
resources for a given accuracy.

The following review starts by considering two classes of approaches, the exact strategies
- that aim at yielding the correct size estimate always - and the randomized strategies - where
the final observable estimate is a random variable. Among the approximated/randomized
methods we further distinguish by the way through which the statistical information on
the estimand is generated.

We note that the literature on cardinality estimation lacks of an exhaustive survey
document. While relevant survey material and comparative analyses can be found in [40,
41, 42, 37, 35], these sources cover only a small subset of the literature on the topic.

2.1 Exact strategies
The cardinality estimation strategies that are exact, i.e., that return the correct result
on each run, build on top of structured communication overlays in which the flows of
information can be precisely designed and tracked. In [43] the authors consider a hierar-
chical approach where estimation queries are propagated from a source node throughout
the network over a spanning tree rooted at the originator of the query. The queries
flow first from the source to the leaf nodes and the answers are then propagated back
from the leafs towards the source along the same paths after an aggregation step at each
node. By selecting different aggregation functions it becomes then possible to compute
other aggregates such as maximum and minimum values, sums, averages and computing
histograms of local values over the network. [44] discusses a similar approach that can
in principle be used to aggregate data from the whole network. In this case, the paths
over which the network relays the queries and the answers are established through an
explicit, two-phase, publish/subscribe scheme. The works [45, 46] focus on the robustness
properties of aggregation over such trees due to failures or churn (i.e., the continuous
connection and disconnection of nodes to and from the network) and extend the previous
works by introducing multi-path routing policies.
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A different approach that still requires a structured communication overlay is found
in [47] where the authors setup a ring-shaped logical topology over the network and the
network size is estimated from the average distance (in the numeric space of the available
node IDs) among two consecutive nodes.

Finally, [5] discusses an (asymptotically in time) exact estimation strategy that can oper-
ate on unstructured networks under the assumptions of uniformly bounded communication
delays. In brief the algorithm in [5] works as follows

1. distributedly elect a leader l ∈ {1, . . . , N} among the N agents participating in the
network;

2. let the leader l initialize its local memory as y(l) = 1, and all the remaining agents
i �= l, i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, as y(i) = 0;

3. let the agents distributedly compute yave = 1
N

∑N
i=1 y(i) using one of any average

consensus algorithms in the literature.

As soon as the leader election step is performed correctly, this simple strategy leads to
yave = 1

N
, i.e., the inverse of the estimand.

We note that while the simpler spanning-tree based approach opens to single points
of failures, the robustified multi-path routing approaches trade-off resiliency with the
bandwidth overhead. Moreover, in our anonymous networks setting, nodes do not avail of
sufficient information to route information efficiently which will require that nodes create
identification tags at run-time (e.g., using randomization as in [16]) and then to propagate
tagged information in lists with sizes that will grow linearly with the cardinality of the
network. Indeed, quoting [48]: “duplicate-sensitive aggregates such as sums cannot be
computed exactly with substantially less bandwidth than explicit enumeration (in this
systems)”. As for the non-tree based strategies, they intrinsically necessitate of a master
node to either start the estimation procedure or to act as an entry point for the new nodes
joining the logical communication overlay.

2.2 Randomized strategies
Two known approaches to cope with computational complexity are approximation and
randomization. Recall, however, that in an anonymous setting there is no deterministic
approximation algorithm using uniformly bounded resources that also exhibits uniformly
good performance (cf. Theorem 1). On this ground, a number of randomized estimation
strategies have been proposed that exploit randomized information generation mechanisms.
The information is encoded in a random observable that is statistically dependent on the
estimand and that can be used in inference protocols.

2.2.1 Sampling methods
The basic idea behind sampling methods is that the network can be made to run a Bernoulli
trials process where the success probability is a design parameter of the measurement
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process and the number of trials is the unknown cardinality of the network. For instance,
in [49, 50] the nodes of the network acknowledge a size estimation query with a probability
that is a priori known and shared by the network. The total number of acknowledgments
received by a master node is then distributed as the number of successful trials in a
Bernoulli process with the above parameters.

The authors of [29] develop a sampling method where a mobile access point (or a master
node) forwards a cardinality estimation query to its peers, then collects a list of node IDs
from the acknowledgments that are probabilistically sent back to it and then infers the
network size by first estimating the missing-mass using the Good-Turing estimator [51] (see
also [52] for some historic references on this technique). A different missing-mass strategy
is discussed in [53, 54] where the authors let nodes estimate the size of their neighbors by
sensing the availability of the transmission channel. While the latter approach does not
require a master, each node in the network runs an independent estimator and thus the
network does not share the same view when the cardinality estimation algorithm terminates.

[41] infers the number of peers from the likelihood that the IDs extracted from a
sample of the network’s node population belong to a given interval that can be chosen
adaptively. An alternative scheme exploits capture-recapture strategies, i.e., disseminate a
certain number of messages called “seeds”, propagate them through the network, query
some predetermined nodes whether they hold a seed or not and then infer the size of the
network from the number of seeds in the set of queried nodes [55, 24, 50].

Summarizing, these are fundamentally hybrid techniques in the sense that the estimate
is eventually available either only locally or at a master node and needs to be propagated
back to the network.

2.2.2 Random walks
In a random walk method a token probabilistically walks the network’s graph. When the
token is acquired by a node, its data contents are locally modified and then the token is
propagated further to the network in a message passing fashion. Cardinality estimation
strategies based on random walks exploit the statistical information collected within the
token as it hops from node to node.

A popular family of random walk methods exploits these mechanism to distributedly
run a Markov Chain Monte Carlo instance that models a uniform sampling procedure
over a state space that is identified with the set of nodes of the network. In other terms,
the random walk offers a sampling primitive on top of which one can apply the so called
capture-recapture methods where newly visited nodes are marked (sampled, captured)
when they acquire the token and the statistical information on the network cardinality
(the “global population”) is contained in the number of marked nodes that are visited
(re-sampled, recaptured) in a specified number of hops [56, 57, 58]. The probabilistic
foundation of these technique lies in the so called birthday paradox, namely, the fact that
the re-sampling probability (in a uniform sampling scheme) tends to be non negligible
even for large population sizes. Multiple, simultaneous, walkers can be used to reduce the
time-to-estimate in these methods [40].
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Differently from the above schemes, [50] lets the network record the paths of random
increasing walk, where the token can hop only from a node with a lower ID to a neighboring
node with an higher ID until the chain stops. Assuming that the IDs have been assigned
uniformly at random, the average length of these paths can then be used to infer the
network size.

Overall, random walk methods suffer from two issues. First, these techniques become
inefficient in loosely connected networks where the token can spend most of the time
in a relatively small cluster of the whole network [59]. Second, while these techniques
exhibit a reduced amount of communication overhead, they also lead to delayed estimation
results. We refer the reader to [60] for a performance study on random walks in distributed
networks.

2.2.3 Consensus based approaches
Statistical size estimation schemes that are based on consensus primitives share the
following common structure:

1. at initialization, each agent i ∈ {1, . . . , N} independently initializes its local memory
y(i) by extracting a value from a probability distribution P that is independent of
the network size N ;

2. then the agents aggregate the various y(i) (i.e., distributedly compute a function of
y(1), . . . , y(N)) and reach consensus on the value y;

3. since N parameterizes this aggregation process, N becomes statistically identifiable
through y.

Thus, even if the y(i)’s do not depend statistically on N , y does, and conveys statistical
information on N . The design of this class of size estimators is then possible on 3 levels:
1) which P to use to initialize the y(i)’s; 2) which aggregation scheme to use; 3) how to
map the final aggregate y into a point estimate N̂ = N̂(y) of N .

Specific performance trade-offs are obtained by considering alternative strategies at
the tree levels in the above algorithmic skeleton. For instance, average consensus has been
exploited as the information generation primitive in [61, 62, 5]. Different initialization
schemes then lead to either estimators with MSE that decreases proportionally with the
size of the local memories (i.e., the number of scalar entries that they can store) [62] or
exponentially with it [63].

Techniques based on distributed computation of duplicate-insensitive functions such as
min and max consensus privilege low time-to-estimate and penalize the communication over-
head per iteration. Because they can exploit anonymous broadcast communications they
are easy to implement and fault-tolerant. Approaches based on the computation of minima
and maxima and Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimators can be found in [62, 64, 65, 66, 67].
Aggregation of bitwise-maxima has been considered in [66] where only a simplified sta-
tistical characterization of the estimator is provided. Strategies that are based on the
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computation of order statistics have been proposed in [68, 34, 36, 69, 70, 66] and exploit
inference protocols based on the so called method of the moments. An approach based on
order-statistics consensus and an approximated ML estimator with overall better perfor-
mance then in these previous works is [71]. All these strategies have MSE that can can be
roughly estimated by the inverse of the size of the local memories.

2.2.4 Other distributed approaches
There are then methods based on the distributed construction of matrices with rank equal
to the size [72, 73]. These methods have the nice property of being able to precisely
estimate the size but also the drawback of not being scalable. For example, [72] requires to
distributedly compute n + 1 sums and, due to dependencies in the data, the sum-consensus
runs cannot be parallelized. In [73] instead, the authors let the network distributedly
compute the trajectory of a suitably defined discrete-time Linear Time-Invariant (LTI)
system. Each node is responsible for advancing the computation along a separate axis
and for communicating the updated coordinate to its neighbors (in this case only n + 1
iterations of a linear state-update algorithm need to be run to obtain the final estimate).
The network size is then estimated locally by exploiting system identification tools on top
of the observed trajectory along this one-dimensional subspace.

2.2.5 Sketch based approaches in streaming applications
A relevant problem in computer science is to count the number of unique elements in a
multiset (e.g., a stream of data records) using a local memory storage with uniformly
bounded length, also known as sketch. The sketch is probabilistically updated by mix-
ing in the result of hashing each element in the stream in a single pass fashion. The
contents of the sketch are then used to infer the cardinality of the multiset. It follows
from information theoretic arguments that (cf. Theorem 1) there is no deterministic
algorithm that can give the correct answer to the cardinality estimation problem with
probability one as soon as the bit-size of the sketch is sufficiently small. This has lead
to the development of randomized algorithms that work similarly to the consensus based
strategies of Section 2.2.3. Historically, these approaches have been instigated by previous
results on probabilistic counting [74] where the problem of programmatically counting a
large number of events in a storage efficient way can be given an approximate solution by
probabilistically accepting/accounting for only a proportion of these events, discarding
the rest, and exploiting the known acceptance proportion to infer an estimate [74, 75, 38].

Several sketch-based strategies can be adapted to a networked setting by pairing them
to opportune aggregation strategies. For instance, the sketches that are used in [36]
correspond to computing the minimum value among all the hashes. [76, 36, 34] instead,
discuss three different strategies that are all based on the computation of selected order
statistics.
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Problem setup

We consider two different anonymous computations frameworks: F1 and F2. The main
distinction concerns how the nodes communicate. In F1, communications are point-to-
point and the consensus primitive used to generate statistical information on the network
size is average consensus. In F2, instead, communications are broadcast and the consensus
primitives are max and order-statistics consensus. The common assumptions posed on the
two settings F1 and F2 are highlighted in the following discussion.

3.1 System description
We model a network of interacting peers as a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is
the finite set of vertices (or nodes) and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges (modelling the
one-directional communication links). Without loss of generality we assume that the
network is strongly connected, static (i.e., its graph description is time-invariant) and we
identify V ≡ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Notice moreover that the labeling established by V is fictitious
and not available to the nodes which are anonymous. The size of V , i.e., the cardinality of
the network, is indicated with |V | or simply with N and is a time-constant, deterministic
but unknown quantity.

V is bijectively associated to a set of localized and distinct computational units. Nodes
in V are endowed with sufficient local computational capabilities to carry out all the
intended operations within the required timings. We assume a failure free computational
scenario. In particular, all peers in the network continuously run the estimation algorithm
in a trustful manner (no Byzantine failures) without disconnecting. The computational
units are undifferentiated, meaning that, in addition to being anonymous, they all start
with the same initial state and run the same (leaderless) estimation algorithm.

The state of the network is distributed. Every agent i avails of a local memory y(i)

composed of M entries y
(i)
1 , . . . , y

(i)
M . Each entry encodes a numeric value (for instance, a

real number or a bit). Nodes are assumed to be equipped with a local random number
generator that takes a central role in the information generation strategy. The local
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memories are initialized in a randomized fashion by letting the m-th entry y(i)
m of memory

y(i) be set up as an i.i.d. realization of the common probability distribution P, i.e., at
initialization:

y(i)
m ∼ P, (3.1)

for every agent i ∈ V and memory entry m = 1, . . . , M .

Nodes interact by means of transmitting and receiving data packets. We disregard
the implementation details of the communication network and, instead, we consider an
idealized setting where communications are assumed to be perfect (i.e., no collisions, no
delays, no information sharing errors):

• in the networked setting F1, the generic node i ∈ V communicates its information
over point-to-point, labeled, links that correspond to the directed edges in the forward
star

Ni := {j : (i, j) ∈ E}
of node i (as in [12, 62, 13, 14]);

• in F2, exchange of information between nodes follows a broadcast communication
protocol, i.e., when i ∈ V transmits, it transmits to all its neighbors Ni simultaneously,
and these js are not required to acknowledge the transmission.

In both scenarios, the communication links are assumed reliable, i.e., messages of arbitrary
size are sent and received instantaneously, in order and uncorrupted. In other words all
the information that is intended to be transmitted is in fact received by the intended
receivers.

Due to the iterative nature of the estimation algorithm, we describe the quantities of
interest at discrete points in time. For this purpose, we partition time into an ordered set
of equally lasting intervals indexed by the integer variable t = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We informally
refer to each of these time-intervals as to an “epoch”. While imposing a synchronous
communications setting is not strictly a necessity, assuming instead that each node has
access to a hardware clock, and a primitive to synchronize them, it becomes possible to
evaluate the convergence properties of the algorithms. In particular:

• in the richer point-to-point setting F1, the aim of estimating the network’s cardinality
is achieved by first cooperatively achieving entry-wise average consensus on the initial
values of the memories (3.1). F1 enables schemes that trade-off slower convergence
rates for higher estimation accuracy.

• the broadcast setting F2 specifically addresses the case where the convergence time
of the algorithm, i.e., the number of communications required to achieve the final
estimate, is minimal. In this setting every agent broadcasts its information exactly
once per epoch. The order of the broadcasting operations is irrelevant, and can
change in time. It is not difficult to see that nodes in F2 can compute the max or
order-statistic consensus over the random initial values (3.1) in at most D epochs,
where D is the diameter of the network.
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Finally, we assume that the network avails of some topological a priori information in
the form of upper bounds on the unknown number of peers, say Nmax, and on the networks
diameter, say D.

3.2 Performance indices
The defining implication of imposing an anonymous computational setting to a distributed
size estimation algorithm is that the result will be noisy, i.e., we must expect estimation
errors to happen with non-zero probabilities. We consider then that relevant performance
indices of a cardinality estimation algorithm are those indices that are descriptive of its
precision and accuracy. The characterization of the novel estimation schemes has thus
been performed by focusing on two fundamental statistical properties of the estimator: i)
its bias and ii) the incurred MSE.

Let then N̂ denote the estimator that has been distributedly computed by the network1.
The precision of the cardinality estimator N̂ is then evaluated through its bias, namely,
the difference between its expected value and the true cardinality of the network:

Bias
(
N̂
)

=̇E

[
N̂ − N

]
. (3.2)

The accuracy of N̂ is measured by its MSE

MSE
(
N̂
)

=̇E

[(
N̂ − N

)2
]

. (3.3)

Roughly speaking, a good cardinality estimator is then a distributed algorithm that leads
to N̂ that simultaneously minimizes both the MSE and bias indices2

We note that we thus disregard other indices, important in a generic distributed setting,
such as the local or average computational load (which is negligible on existing hardware
and is bound to play a less and less relevant role in the future), the energy/battery usage,
and to a large extent the memory overhead and the bandwidth usage at each node. The
latter quantity is accounted for in a implicit but incomplete manner since it is connected
with the size of the local memories which in turn represents the main design parameter
driving the accuracy of all the methods that we study and it has a direct, proportional,
effect on the bandwidth usage of each technique (the size of the local memories drives the
size of the exchanged packets).

We moreover neglect evaluating performance through running time overhead and
stress that the total running time of the algorithm derives from the underlying consensus
primitive and is not a variable that can be controlled by the statistical estimation procedure
per se.

1Notice that the initialization step (3.1) induces the probability distribution of N̂ .
2It will be convenient at times to consider affine mappings of the indices (3.2)-(3.3).





Chapter 4

Distributed cardinality

estimation

The distributed cardinality estimation strategies presented in this work derive all from the
same intuition: the network can, as a whole, run a probabilistic sampling process whose
exact probability distribution depends on the number of nodes in the network. Since any
two distinct sizes lead to the implicit selection of a different probability distribution (from
the family of the a priori plausible ones), observing a realization of this process conveys
information on the cardinality of the network.

The algorithms discussed in this chapter correspond all to particular specializations of
the following distributed Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Consensus based cardinality estimator
1: (local storage requirements) M -dimensional vector y(i) =

[
y

(i)
1 · · · y

(i)
M

]T
, i ∈ V ;

2: (initialization of the local storage) y(i) is initialized by sampling from a common
probability distribution P, i.e., y(i) ∼ P;

3: (consensus) the network cooperatively computes a consensus function f(·) of the
initialization values {y(1), . . . , y(N)} yielding (at each node) the consensus result y:

y = f
(
y(1), . . . , y(N)

)
.

4: (inference of the cardinality) the local copy of y is used to estimate the cardinality of
the network using inference tools (such as, for example, ML estimators) at each node.

Indeed, the design of size estimators is then possible on 3 levels: 1) which probability
distribution P to use to initialize the local memories y(i)’s; 2) which consensus function
f(·) to use to generate the final observable y; 3) how to map the final aggregate y into a
point estimate N̂ = N̂(y) of the network cardinality N .

The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to review the four estimation strategies
considered in this thesis and their statistical characterizations.
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4.1 Estimating cardinalities using order-statistics consensus
Consider framework F2 in Section 3 and that nodes are endowed with M -dimensional
memories y(i), i ∈ V , in R

M . Let yi be the ID of the i-th node in V obtained by inde-
pendently sampling from the uniform distribution U [0, 1] at initialization. Let, moreover,
x(1), . . . , x(N) be the outcome of sorting the vector of initial IDs y1, . . . , yN in ascending
order. By construction the variable x(m) takes the m-th smallest value in y1, . . . , yN and is
called the m-th order statistic.

For any M fixed, the order statistic x(N−M+1) can be distributedly computed by the
network using the local storages y(i)’s and broadcast communications with packet sizes of
at most M scalars. In particular, the order-statistics consensus algorithm in [71] leads the
local states y(1), . . . , y(N) to converge (in at most D epochs) to the consensus vector

y =̇
[
x(N−M+1) x(N−M+2) . . . x(N)

]
. (4.1)

Assuming that the consensus vector (4.1) has been computed, a node can distinguish
between two cases:

1. y has some zero entries: this implies that N < M , and thus the cardinality of the
network is given precisely by the number of non-zero entries of y;

2. y has no zero entries: this implies that N ≥ M . This is the interesting case from our
statistical perspectives and gives birth to the question of how to estimate N given y.

4.1.1 The distribution of the consensus vector y

Define the random variables X(1), . . . , X(N) as the order statistics of the N -dimensional
sample {y1, . . . , yN}. We denote with x(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , the realization of X(j), so that x(j)
is the j-th smallest value in y1, . . . , yN .

If m1, . . . , mM are M generic indexes s.t. 1 ≤ m1 < . . . < mM ≤ N , then the joint
probability density of the order statistics X(m1), . . . , X(mM ) is [77, Eq. (2.2.2)]

pX(m1),...,X(mM ) (x1, . . . , xM ; N) =
N !

(m1 − 1)!(m2 − m1 − 1)! . . . (N − mk)!
· (PY (x1))m1−1 pY (x1)
· (PY (x2) − PY (x1))m2−m1−1 pY (x2)
· ...
· (1 − PY (xM))N−mM pY (xM)

(4.2)

subject to
x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xM .

We let then m1 = N − M + 1, . . . , mM = N as in (4.1), so that the considered order
statistics are X(N−M+1), . . . , X(N), i.e., the M biggest IDs. Then, we can observe that
m2 −m1 −1 = 0, m3 −m2 −1 = 0, . . ., N −mM = 0. For notational brevity, in the following
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we also let xm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , indicate the m-th component of y, so that x1 =̇ x(N−M+1),
x2 =̇ x(N−M+2) and so on. Thus (4.2) particularizes into

p (x1, . . . , xM ; N) = N !
(N − M)!x

N−M
1 . (4.3)

4.1.2 An approximated ML estimator of the size
For N ≥ M the ML estimator of the size can be found by inspection of the likelihood
ratio [78]

R =
p
(
x1 . . . , xM ; Ñ

)
p
(
x1 . . . , xM ; Ñ − 1

) .

Indeed, given (4.3) we obtain that

NML =̇ arg max
Ñ∈{M,M+1,...}

p
(
x1 . . . , xM ; Ñ

)
= max

{
Ñ | R ≥ 1

}
=
⌊

M

1 − x1

⌋
.

(4.4)

However, a difficulty with (4.4) is that the probability density p(NML ; N) (and
thus all the statistical performance indexes like var (NML − N)) is not available in closed
form and must be computed numerically. Moreover, numerical approaches prevent a full
understanding of the properties of the estimator, and complicate design steps such as
choosing that design parameter M that leads to specific performance requirements.

We thus consider an alternative estimator for the cardinality of the network that has
performance indexes that can be expressed in closed forms and that represents a natural
approximation of the ML estimator (4.4).

Consider then that if N ≥ M the joint log-pdf of x1, . . . , xM is

log
(
p
(
x1, . . . , xM ; N

))
= (N − M) log (x1) +

M−1∑
k=0

log(N − k)

so that the score is
∂ log(p)

∂N
= log(x1) +

M−1∑
k=0

1
N − k

. (4.5)

Let then ψ(·) be the digamma function, and exploit the identities
M−1∑
k=0

1
N − k

=
M−1∑
k=0

1
(N − M + 1) + k

= ψ(N + 1) − ψ(N − M + 1)
(4.6)

and
ψ(w) = H(w−1) − γ ≈ log(w − 1) (4.7)

where H(w−1) is the w − 1-th Harmonic number and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant,
to approximate the score (4.5) as

∂ log(p)
∂N

≈ log(x1) + log(N) − log(N − M) . (4.8)
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In particular, the unique root of the right-hand side of (4.8) yields an approximation for
the unique root of the score, and this legitimates

N̂ = g (x1) =̇ M

1 − x1
(4.9)

as an approximated form of NML for the case N ≥ M .
To extend N̂ so to comprise also the case N < M , we consider that in the latter case

only N of the M order statistics x1, . . . , xM contain meaningful information, while the
remaining ones are arbitrarily set to zero by the consensus algorithms. Therefore, a precise
estimate is obtained by counting the non-zero entries xm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M . The complete
estimator is thus

N̂ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
M

1 − x1
if x1 �= 0

|{xm �= 0}| otherwise,
(4.10)

where |·| indicates the cardinality of a set.

4.1.3 Statistical characterization of N̂

To characterize the performance of N̂ in function of the design parameter M we notice
that if N < M then P

[
N̂ = N

]
= 1, i.e.,

E

[
N̂

N
; N < M

]
= 1, (4.11)

var
(

N̂ − N

N
; N < M

)
= 0. (4.12)

For E

[
N̂
N

; N ≥ M
]

and var
(

N̂−N
N

; N ≥ M
)

we exploit the closed form of (4.9): Since
(under N ≥ M) X1 ∼ B(N − M + 1, M), with B indicating the Beta distribution and
since for X ∼ B(α, β) and β > 2 there holds

E

[ 1
1 − X

]
= α + β − 1

β − 1 , (4.13)

var
( 1

1 − X

)
= α(α + β − 1)

(β − 2)(β − 1)2 . (4.14)

we have that, given the structure of g(·) in (4.9), for 2 < M ≤ N it thus holds that

E

[
N̂

N
; N ≥ M

]
= M

M − 1 , (4.15)

var
(

N̂ − N

N
; N ≥ M

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2

− M2

N(M − 2)(M − 1) .

(4.16)
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Since we are considering the case N ≥ M , we conclude that the variance (4.16) enjoys
a o(1/M) behavior asymptotically in M . Moreover

var
(

N̂ − N

N
; N = M

)
= M

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 , (4.17)

lim
N→+∞

var
(

N̂ − N

N

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 , (4.18)

In other words, estimator (4.10) exhibits the following feature: if N < M , then the
estimate is perfect; if instead N ≥ M but N ≈ M , then the variance of the error behaves
approximately as in (4.17); eventually, for N � M the variance of the error becomes
about M times bigger (cf. Figure 4.1). We then notice the following:
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Figure 4.1: Variance of the relative estimation error (4.16) as a function of N and M . As
N approaches M with N ≥ M , the estimator performance sees an M -fold improvement
compared to (4.20). For N < M , instead, the relative error variance vanishes.
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Remark 1 The statistical performance indexes of the max-consensus based size estimator
used as a building block in [62, 64, 65, 79, 66] are (calling this estimator Nmax):

E

[
Nmax

N

]
= M

M − 1 , (4.19)

var
(

Nmax − N

N

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 (4.20)

i.e., asymptotically the same of the proposed estimator N̂ when N � M . Therefore, the
strategy proposed in this manuscript has overall better statistical properties, and in addition,
has the (meaningful) property of letting nodes estimate perfectly networks sizes when the
total number of nodes is smaller than the amount of shareable information. I.e., the novel
estimator N̂ not only has a better variance, but it can also work as a perfect counter, while
Nmax cannot.

4.2 Estimating cardinalities using bit-wise max consensus
Consider framework F2 in Section 3 and that nodes are endowed with discretized M -
dimensional memories y(i), i ∈ V , in {0, 1}M , i.e., each node has a local storage of M bits.
Consider then the specific P for which the y(i)’s are initialized bit-wise, i.e., for which each
smallest atom of available information is initialized independently. More specifically, we
assume that each M -dimensional memory y(i) = [y(i)

1 , . . . , y
(i)
M ] is initialized with M i.i.d.

Bernoulli samples, i.e., through

y(i)
m =

{
1 with probability 1 − θm

0 with probability θm
m = 1, . . . , M . (4.21)

As an information generation scheme we exploit the bit-wise max consensus of the
y(i)’s, an aggregation operation that eventually yields (in finite time and at each agent)
the vector

y = [y1, . . . , yM ]T , ym =̇ max
i∈V

{y(i)
m }, m = 1, . . . , M (4.22)

with probability
P [y ; N, θ] =

∏
{m : ym=1}

(1 − θN
m)

∏
{m : ym=0}

θN
m (4.23)

with θ =̇ [θ1, . . . , θM ].
Given our lack on a priori knowledge on N , we make the classical choice of letting N̂

be the ML estimator of N given y and consider the following three questions:

Q1) what is the functional structure of N̂?

Q2) What is the θ that minimizes the MSE of N̂?

Q3) Does N̂ have some optimality property?
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4.2.1 Designing θ

Before answering Q1 we proceed to answer Q2. Our approach to the design of θ in (4.23)
is then to consider the so-called Cramér-Rao (C-R) inequality [80, Eq. 4.1.61], i.e., the
notion that the smallest variance that can be achieved by any estimator N̂ (y) of N given
y is bounded below by an opportune bound. Specifically, under mild assumptions holding
in our framework, it holds that

var
(
N̂ (y)

)
≥

⎛⎝1 +
∂E
[
N̂ (y) − N

]
∂N

⎞⎠2

I (N ; θ) (4.24)

where I (N ; θ) is the Fisher Information (FI) [80, Def. 4.1.4] about N given y, i.e.,

I (N ; θ) =̇E

⎡⎣(∂ lnP [y ; N, θ]
∂N

)2
⎤⎦ . (4.25)

Neglecting the bias term, (4.24) implies immediately that a small FI I (N ; θ) induces
estimators with high variance. Our choice is then to consider the bias term negligible,
select that θ that minimizes the worst C-R bound over all the possible N ’s, and thus to
solve

θ∗ =̇ arg max
θ∈(0,1)M

min
N∈{1,...,Nmax}

I (N ; θ) . (4.26)

Lemma 1 The optimum in (4.26) is attained by

θ∗ =
[
α1/Nmax , . . . , α1/Nmax

]
(4.27)

where
2 − 2 − ln α

α
= 0 ⇒ α ≈ 0.2031878699 . . . (4.28)

4.2.2 The ML estimator
Given (4.27), in what follows we assume θm = θ, for m = 1, . . . , M , and analyze the
estimation strategy for a generic θ ∈ (0, 1). Thus (4.21) specializes to

y(i)
m =

{
1 with probability 1 − θ
0 with probability θ

m = 1, . . . , M, (4.29)

while the joint distribution of y in (4.23) simplifies to

P [y ; N ] =
∏

{m : ym=1}
(1 − θN)

∏
{m : ym=0}

θN . (4.30)

It is a classic result showing that the sample average

y = y (y) =̇
∑M

m=1 ym

M
, (4.31)
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is a minimal complete sufficient statistic for N . We may in fact write (4.23) in terms of y
as P [y ; N ] = (1 − θN)My · θNM(1−y), so that, conditionally on the sample average, the
probability of observing a given y is independent of θN (indeed one can regard y as the
main output of the bit-wise aggregation scheme (4.22)).

Starting then from the score of N

�(y; N) =̇ ∂ lnP [y ; N ]
∂N

=
(

1 − y

1 − θN

)
M ln θ , (4.32)

the ML estimator follows as
N̂(y) =̇ arg max

N∈[1,Nmax]
P

[
y ; N

]

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if y ≤ 1 − θ

logθ (1 − y) if 1 − θ < y < 1 − θNmax

Nmax otherwise.

(4.33)

We notice that in the derivation of the ML estimator we relaxed the integer constraint
N ∈ {1, . . . , Nmax} by extending the search interval to the real segment [1, Nmax]. Indeed,
while a real size parameter does not match perfectly our information generation scheme,
considering the unconstrained estimator (4.33) allows us to devise closed-form performance
characterizations.

4.2.3 Statistical characterization of N̂ (y)
On one hand, the distribution of the ML estimator (4.33) can be numerically computed
for every θ given the fact that My ∼ Bin

(
M, 1 − θN

)
. On the other hand, there is no

dedicated literature reporting closed form characterizations of logarithms of binomial
random variables. Since a comprehensive analysis of those variables is beyond the scope of
this paper, we resort to a simplified statistical characterization of the ML estimator N̂(y)
w.r.t. the classical performance indexes (see [67] for the detailed proofs of the following
statements)

E

[
N̂ − N

N

]
, var

(
N̂ − N

N

)
. (4.34)

Proposition 1 For all 1 ≤ N ≤ Nmax,∣∣∣E [N̂]− N
∣∣∣ ≤ O

( 1
M

)
. (4.35)

To assess the role of the term O(1/M) in (4.35) and of the derivative of the bias
appearing in the C-R bound (4.24) we plot in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 numerical evaluations of
the interested quantities computed through an opportune Monte Carlo (MC) scheme.

Proposition 2 For all 1 ≤ N ≤ Nmax,

var
(
N̂
)

≤ 1 − θN

MθN(ln θ)2 + O
( 1

M2

)
= (I (N ; θ))−1 + O

( 1
M2

) (4.36)
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Figure 4.2: MC evaluation (106 runs for each θ) of the relative error mean of N̂ for
Nmax = 2000 and different values of N, M and θ.
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Figure 4.3: MC evaluation (108 runs for each θ) of the derivative of the bias appearing in
the C-R bound (4.24).
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Figure 4.4: In solid lines, the MC evaluation (106 runs for each θ) of the relative error
variance of N̂ for Nmax = 2000 and different values of N, M and θ. The dashed lines
correspond to the first term in the right-hand side of (4.36).
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To assess the role of the term O(1/M2) in (4.36) we plot in Figure 4.4 both numerical
evaluations of the performance index var

(
N̂/N

)
and the inverse of the FI, i.e., I (N ; θ)−1.

Together, the Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that the actual variance of the novel estimator N̂
practically reaches the C-R bound (4.24).

4.3 Estimating averages using max consensus
Consider framework F2 in Section 3 and let each node i = 1, . . . , N of the network have
an initial value si > 0 in its memory, and assume that the aim of the nodes is to compute
their average in a distributed manner, i.e,

a =̇ 1
N

N∑
i=1

si = s

N
, s =̇

N∑
i=1

si. (4.37)

Here we introduce and characterize an unbiased estimator of a = s/N = sN−1 in (4.37)
by means of the following 3 subsections, defining respectively a ML estimator for N−1

(Section 4.3.1), for s (Section 4.3.2), and for a (Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1 Estimating N−1

Assume that the memory of the generic agent i is endowed with the MN -dimensional
vector

y(i) =
[
y

(i)
1 . . . y

(i)
MN

]
∈ R

MN (4.38)
where each component is a real-valued scalar initialized at the origin of time as

y(i)
m ∼ U [0, 1] i.i.d., i = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , MN , (4.39)

and assume a max-consensus communication protocol such that, after at most D epochs,
every y(i)

m converges to

ym =̇ max
i∈V

{
y(i)

m

}
, m = 1, . . . , MN . (4.40)

Let then
y =̇ [y1, . . . , yMN

] . (4.41)
Using order-statistics considerations it is immediate to check that

p (y ; N) = NMN

MN∏
m=1

(
ym

)N−1
, (4.42)

so that the ML estimator of N−1 given y is

N̂−1 = N̂−1(y) =̇ − 1
MN

MN∑
m=1

log ym. (4.43)

This estimator, fully characterized in [62], has the known probability distribution

p
(
N̂−1 ; N, MN

)
= Gamma

(
MN , (NMN)−1

)
(4.44)
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(MN is the shape, (NMN)−1 is the scale) such that, for MN > 2,

E

[
N̂−1

]
= N−1, (4.45)

E

⎡⎢⎣
⎛⎝N−1 − N̂−1

N−1

⎞⎠2
⎤⎥⎦ = var

⎛⎝N̂−1

N−1

⎞⎠ = 1
MN

. (4.46)

Interestingly, N̂−1 is Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU), i.e., efficient and it achieves its
Cramér-Rao lower bound.

4.3.2 Estimating s

Estimating s = ∑N
i=1 si can be seen as a generalization of estimating N = ∑N

i=1 1, i.e., as
a weighted cardinality estimation problem. In this case assume that the memory of the
generic agent i is endowed with the Ms-dimensional vector

z(i) =
[
z

(i)
1 . . . z

(i)
Ms

]
∈ R

Ms (4.47)

where each component is a real-valued scalar. Exploiting the fact that Beta distributions
are generalizations of uniform distributions, namely,

u ∼ U [0, 1] ⇒ u1/s ∼ Beta (s, 1) ⇒ Beta (1, 1) = U [0, 1] , (4.48)

we now consider the initialization of the components z(i)
m at the origin of time as

z(i)
m ∼ Beta (si, 1) i.i.d., i = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , Ms. (4.49)

We thus consider the same max-consensus communication protocol as before so that after
D epochs every z(i)

m converges to

zm =̇ max
i∈V

{
z(i)

m

}
, m = 1, . . . , Ms. (4.50)

Importantly, [81, Lemma 1] ensures that

zm ∼ Beta
(∑

i∈V

si, 1
)

= Beta (s, 1) . (4.51)

Let then
z =̇ [z1, . . . , zMs ] . (4.52)

Since
p (zm ; N) = 1

B (s, 1)zs−1
m = szs−1

m (4.53)

where B (·, ·) is the Beta function, it follows that

p (z ; s) = sMs

Ms∏
m=1

(
zm

)s−1
, (4.54)
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so that the ML estimator of s given z is structurally the inverse of (4.43), i.e.,

ŝML = ŝML(z) =̇ Ms

−∑Ms
m=1 log zm

. (4.55)

Since the ML estimator ŝML is biased (see, e.g., [62, Sec. III]), we introduce its unbiased
version

ŝ = ŝ(z) =̇ Ms − 1
−∑Ms

m=1 log zm

. (4.56)

ŝ shares similar properties with N̂−1:

p (ŝ ; s, Ms) = Inv − Gamma (Ms, s(Ms − 1)) (4.57)

from which it follows, for Ms > 2,
E [ŝ] = s, (4.58)

E

[(
s − ŝ

s

)2]
= var

(
ŝ

s

)
= 1

Ms − 2 . (4.59)

4.3.3 Estimating a

Having computed the ML estimators for N−1 and s is instrumental for computing the ML
estimator for the average a. Indeed, the ML estimator for a is the composition of the ML
estimators for s and N−1:
Lemma 2 Assume that the nodes have already reached consensus on y and z in (4.41)
and (4.52) respectively. Then

arg max
ã∈R

p (y, z ; ã) = ŝML(z)N̂−1(y). (4.60)

The unbiased version of the ML estimator (4.60) is defined by

â = â(y, z) =̇ ŝ(z)N̂−1(y). (4.61)

The proof of the unbiasedness of â exploits the independence of y and z (the latter being
inherited by the fact that the y(i)

m ’s and the z(i)
m ’s are independent, and the fact that we

are considering a frequentist approach where N and s are deterministic quantities). This
independence implies then (for MN , Ms > 2)

E [â] = E [ŝ]E
[
n̂−1

]
= a (4.62)

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
= var

(
â

a

)

=
(

var
(

ŝ

s

)
+ 1

)⎛⎝var
⎛⎝N̂−1

N−1

⎞⎠+ 1
⎞⎠− 1

= MN + Ms − 1
MN (Ms − 2) .

(4.63)

Considering then that MN + Ms =: M is bounded, the natural choice for choosing MN

and Ms is to minimize the NMSE:
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Lemma 3 Given M > 4, let

(M∗
N , M∗

s ) =̇ arg min
MN ,Ms∈N

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
s.t. MN + Ms = M.

(4.64)

Then
M∗

N =
⌊

M

2

⌋
− 1 M∗

s = M − M∗
N . (4.65)

Assuming that MN and Ms have been chosen as in (4.65) the NMSE (4.63) reduces
then to (see Figure 4.5)

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
= M − 1(⌊

M
2

⌋
− 1

) (⌈
M
2

⌉
− 1

)
= o

( 1
M

)
.

(4.66)
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Figure 4.5: Graphical representation of (4.66), the NMSE of the estimator â as a function
of the number of scalars M transmitted during each broadcast communication.

Remark 2 Max-consensus based averaging is naturally adapted to estimating generalized
averages such as

α

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
i=1

sα
i . (4.67)

In fact, given the a priori knowledge of the exponent α, the network can exploit our protocol
to distributedly generate information on the average N−1∑N

i=1 sα
i and then infer a ML

estimate of (4.67) as we discussed above.
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4.4 Estimating cardinalities using average consensus
Consider framework F1 in Section 3 and thus to have an average consensus protocol that
yields the correct answer in finite time and consider the following size estimation algorithm:

i) (initialization) every agent i avails of a local memory y(i) composed of M entries
y

(i)
1 , . . . , y

(i)
M . Each entry encodes a real number. The initialization of the memories

is performed in a randomized fashion: the m-th entry y(i)
m of memory y(i) is set up

as an i.i.d. Bernoulli trial with success probability p, i.e.,

y(i)
m =

{
1 with probability p
0 with probability 1 − p

(4.68)

for every agent i = 1, . . . , N and memory entry m = 1, . . . , M ;

ii) (information sharing) the network of agents reaches (entry-wise) average consensus
on the M sets of m-th entries {y(1)

m , . . . , y(N)
m }, obtaining the sample averages

fm =̇ ym

N
, (4.69)

where
ym =̇

∑
i∈V

y(i)
m , m = 1, . . . , M. (4.70)

Here, ym counts the number of successful y(i)
m generated during the initialization

step (4.68) as i varies in 1, . . . , N . The product fmN is then the sum of N independent
Bernoulli trials and has a binomial distribution with parameters p and N . It follows
that

P [fm ; N ] =⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(

N

fmN

)
pfmN(1 − p)N−fmN if fmN ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}

0 otherwise.

(4.71)

Moreover, since the initial setup of the memories y(i)
m and the computation of the

averages fm in (4.69) is performed entry-wise, the various f1, . . . , fM are statistically
independent, i.e.,

P [f1, . . . , fM ; N ] =
M∏

m=1
P [fm ; N ] . (4.72)

iii) (estimation) given the outcomes f1, . . . , fM do, locally, at each agent:

(a) for each m = 1, . . . , M , compute the coprime fractional representation of fm,
i.e., find two integers σm and πm such that

fm = σm

πm

, σm, πm coprime (4.73)

with the convention that πm = 1 if fm = 0;
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Figure 4.6: A ring network comprising N = 6 agents endowed with 2D memories, i.e., we
consider the case where M = 2. The depicted realization of the initialization step in (4.68)
shows that exactly y1 = 2 and y2 = 3 of the MN = 12 Bernoulli trials were successful.

(b) estimate N as
N̂ =̇ LCM (π1, . . . , πM) (4.74)

where LCM (·) denotes the Least Common Multiple of the arguments.

Example 1 An intuitive explanation of how the estimation algorithm works is the follow-
ing: assume for now that M = 1, i.e., agents compute only one sample of the distribution (4)

f1 = y1

N
= σ1

π1
(4.75)

where:

• y1 is the total number of successful Bernoulli trials y
(i)
1 ;

• σ1/π1 is the coprime representation of f1.

Consider then the specific realization of Figure 4.6 where there are N = 6 agents and only
two of the six Bernoulli trials drawn at initialization are successful, i.e, y1 = ∑

i y
(i)
1 = 2.

Then f1 = 2
6 = 1

3 and thus, in particular, σ1 = 1, π1 = 3 and N̂ = 3 is the estimated
network size.

Formal results ensure that N̂ = 3 in Example 4 is the ML estimator of N :

Lemma 4 ([82, 62, 61]) The support of the likelihood

�
(
N ; f1

)
=̇P

[
f1 ; N

]
(f1 fixed, N variable)
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is the unbounded set {
kπ1 : k ∈ N

+, f1 = σ1

π1
with σ1, π1 coprime

}
. (4.76)

Moreover the simplest hypothesis is the most likely one, i.e.,

� (π1 ; f1) ≥ � (kπ1 ; f1) ∀k ∈ N
+. (4.77)

The implications of Lemma 9 are the following:

Example 2 Consider again Example 4 where N = 6 and the agents generate two successful
Bernoulli trials. Then 3, 6, 9, . . . are all valid hypotheses, since these are network sizes for
which the observation fm = 1/3 is a priori plausible; nonetheless 3 is the most statistically
likely one. Moreover, 3 is also the smallest network size (or the simplest hypothesis)
complying with the observation fm = 1/3 (an example of the Occam’s razor).

Example 3 Assume M > 1. Then for every sample average fm, m = 1, . . . , M , one has

fm = ym/N = σm/πm (4.78)

where:

• ym is the total number of successful Bernoulli trials y(i)
m for the given m;

• σm/πm is the coprime representation of fm.

For instance, a network of N = 6 agents may generate y1 = 2 and y2 = 3 as in Figure 4.6.
This means that f1 = 1/3, f2 = 1/2 and σ1 = 1, π1 = 3, σ2 = 1, π2 = 2. The smallest
network size complying simultaneously with the observations π1, π2 is then 6 = LCM (3, 2).

More generally, formal results ensure that N̂ = LCM (π1, . . . , πm), i.e., the smallest network
size that can generate simultaneously the M ratios f1, . . . , fM , is the ML estimator of N .
Indeed [82]

N̂ = arg max
N

�
(
N ; f1, . . . , fM

)
. (4.79)

4.4.1 Characterization of the ML estimator (4.79)
On one hand, the discontinuous nature of the Least Common Multiple (LCM) operator
leads to non tractable forms for the estimator’s distribution, i.e., P

[
N̂ ; N

]
, and its

statistical moments. On the other hand, the discrete nature of f1, . . . , fM induces an
interest in studying the probability of incorrectly estimating the size, i.e., P

[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
.

In this section we see how N̂ can be characterized in terms of its error probability and
how to overcome the difficulties in performing an explicit computation by deriving a novel
upper bound that is also tight.
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Remark 3 We stress the fact that N̂ �= N actually means N̂ < N , i.e., the estimator
cannot over-estimate N . Indeed, assume that the (unique) prime representations of the
estimand N and of the πms defined in (4.73) are

N = 2γ23γ35γ5 · · · πm = 2γm
2 3γm

3 5γm
5 · · · (4.80)

Since, as stated in (4.74), N̂ = LCM (π1, . . . , πM), it follows that

N̂ = 2γ̂23γ̂35γ̂5 · · ·
where

γ̂2 =̇ max
m

{γm
2 } , γ̂3 =̇ max

m
{γm

3 } , . . . (4.81)
Moreover, since πm ≤ N by construction (c.f. (4.69)), it follows that γm

ν ≤ γν for every
ν ∈ primes(N). Therefore γ̂ν ≤ γν and N̂ ≤ N .

4.4.2 The old bound on P
[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
Define α(p, N) as the probability of incorrectly estimating the unknown network size N
for a given rate p in (4.68)

α(p, N) =̇P

[
N̂ �= N ; N, p

]
(4.82)

so as to highlight the dependency of the error on the Bernoulli parameter p. In the case of
scalar memories (M = 1), the following two events can happen:

• the number of successful y
(i)
1 s generated during the initialization phase, i.e., y1, is not

coprime with N . This implies that the ratio f1 computed by the average consensus
is s.t. its coprime representation f1 = σ1/π1 has π1 < N (and in particular, π1 �= N).
The ML estimator is in this case wrong;

• y1 is coprime with N . This leads to π1 = N , and in this case the estimator is right.
For M = 1 the cardinality of the set of outcomes yi leading to perfect estimates is exactly
the number of totatives of N , i.e., φ(N) with φ(·) the Euler phi-function. To bound
α(p, N) in (4.82) consider further that, for N big enough:

• the distribution of the totatives of N in N
+ is approximately uniform;

• at least up to N = 1010, the number of totatives of N is s.t. φ(N)/N > 0.15;

• for p not close to zero or one, the binomial distribution (4) can be approximated
with N

(
pN,

√
p(1 − p)N

)
.

Using the above considerations the authors of [82] conclude that for M = 1 the counter
ym is a totative of N with at least probability 0.15. This implies that the probability of
error can be bounded as α(p, N) ≤ α =̇ 0.85.

For M > 1, [82] concludes then that
α(p, N) ≤ αM . (4.83)

Indeed, N̂ = N as soon as at least one fm is s.t. ym is a totative of N (i.e., as soon as
ym = σm, for which it follows that fm = σm/πm = σm/N and thus πm = N), and this
event happens with probability at least 1 − α. Thus a necessary condition for N̂ �= N is
that πm �= N for all m = 1, . . . , M . Since P [πm �= N ] ≤ α, (4.83) follows immediately.
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4.4.3 A new bound on P
[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
Bound (4.83) is pessimistic since the event “πm �= N for all m = 1, . . . , M” is only
necessary N̂ �= N but not sufficient. This is the case considered in Example 6 where
N = 6, M = 2 and f1 = 1/3, f2 = 1/2 and thus π1 = 3 �= 6, π2 = 2 �= 6 but, at the same
time, N̂ = π1 · π2 = 6 = N .

The aim of this section is to derive a new, refined, bound for (4.83) and to show that:

• the new bound vanishes asymptotically faster in M than the old one;

• the new bound is tight for opportune networks sizes N ;

• the new bound provides insights on the role of the Bernoulli parameter p in (4.68)
allowing us to design p more efficiently than before.

We then start the derivations by considering that the following 5 conditions are equivalent:

1. N̂ = N (i.e., 2γ̂23γ̂35γ̂5 · · · = 2γ23γ35γ5 · · · );

2. γ̂ν = γν for every prime ν ∈ primes(N);

3. maxm {γm
ν } = γν for every prime ν ∈ primes(N) (given definition (4.81));

4. for each prime ν ∈ primes(N) there exist at least one m ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that
γm

ν = γν ;

5. for each prime ν ∈ primes(N) there exist at least one m ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that νγν

divides πm.

In symbols, thus,

N̂ = N ⇔ ∀ ν ∈ primes(N) ∃ m ∈ {1, . . . , M} s.t. νγν | πm. (4.84)

In other words, negating the above conditions,

N̂ �= N ⇔ ∃ ν ∈ primes(N) s.t. ∀ m ∈ {1, . . . , M} νγν � | πm. (4.85)

(4.85) plays a crucial role since it is the necessary and sufficient condition from which
we construct our tight bound for the error probability P

[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
. Indeed, bounding

the right-hand side of (4.85) we obtain an alternative bound on the probability of having
N̂ �= N :

Lemma 5

P

[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
≤ ∑

ν∈primes(N)

M∏
m=1

P [νγν � | πm ; N ] . (4.86)

To use (4.86) we need to bound P [νγν � | πm ; N ]. To perform the latter step we then
first consider the following equivalent representation of this probability, in terms of binomial
random variables:
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Proposition 3 Recall (4.69), i.e., that fm = ym

N
with ym ∼ Bin (p, N) as in (4). Then

P [νγν � | πm ; N ] =
∑
k∈K

P [ym = kν ; N ] (4.87)

where
K =̇

{
0, 1, . . . ,

N

ν

}
. (4.88)

We then use (4.87) to construct the following bound:

Proposition 4 If p in (4.68) is s.t. p ∈ [0, S/(S + 1)] then

P [νγν � | πm ; N ] ≤ P [ym ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . .} ; N ] . (4.89)

A straightforward application of (4.89) is then found in bounding (4.86):

Corollary 1 If p in (4.68) is s.t. p ∈ [0, N/(N + 1)] then

P

[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
≤ |primes(N)| β(p)M , (4.90)

with
β(p) =̇ 1 + (1 − 2p)N

2 , (4.91)

i.e., the probability that a realization of a binomial random variable distributed as Bin (N, p)
is even.

Remark 4 Since for ν = 2 the quantities

P

[
ym = kν : k ∈

{
0, 1, . . . ,

N

ν

}]
and

P [ym ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . .}]
are equal, bound (4.89) is tight. This also implies that (4.90) is tight as soon as N is a
power of two.

4.4.4 Tuning the Bernoulli parameter p

By adopting a classical Fisherian approach, we may optimize the Bernoulli parameter
p so as to minimize the worst-case upper bound on the error probability (4.90) over a
certain range of possible networks sizes [1, Nmax]. Independently of Nmax, nonetheless, this
approach leads the optimal Bernoulli parameter to be p = 0.5, corresponding to a global
minimum of β(p) for any N that is a power of two. We may thus specialize bound (4.90)
as

P

[
N̂ �= N ; N

]
≤ |primes(N)| 2−M . (4.92)

(4.92) allows us to compare the old and new bounds, (4.83) and (4.90) respectively, as
functions of M , as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Graphical comparison of the upper bound (4.83) and the novel bound in (4.90).
Following [82], we have set α = 0.85 in (4.83) while for the novel bound we have considered
the range of sizes [1, 106] for which we have found numerically maxN∈[1,106] |primes(N)| = 16
and set p = 1/2.





Chapter 5

Conclusions

Topology estimation tools for distributed networks face conflicting goals. One one hand, the
measurement process should be fast and accurate. On the other hand, it is of paramount
importance to minimize the computational overhead and in particular the bandwidth usage.
This in its turn corresponds to limiting the amount of information on the estimand that
traverses the network at any time and thus the amount of information that is eventually
available to these self-sensing tools.

Here we have proposed and analyzed three new estimation algorithms that are based
on duplicative-insensitive consensus primitives and exhibit fast convergence rates, in the
sense that the estimate is obtained in a number of steps that equals the diameter of the
network [71, 67, 83]. These techniques can operate in a truly dynamic networked setting
(where nodes are continuously coming online and going offline) and eventually lead all the
nodes in the network to share the same view of the quantity that is measured, which in
turn allows the network to plan a control action on the basis of the same information. For
each of these algorithm we have described their performance in terms of their statistical
bias and MSE.

We have moreover considered the network size estimator based on average consensus
proposed in [62], namely, the best-in-class network size estimator that exploits average
consensus over random vectors. We have then developed a new performance characteriza-
tion for this scheme in terms of an upper bound on its error probability that is also tight [63].

We stress that the two novel works [67, 63] depart from a large part of the literature
that disregards quantization effects of the memory storages and instead explicitly considers
consensus schemes and memories that are discretized.
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5.1 Future directions
The literature on distributed cardinality estimation lacks of a study comparing the differ-
ent proposed strategies. It is indeed not straightforward to compare different cardinality
estimation approaches since each one specifically focuses on realizing different trade-offs
and often some crucial characterizations such as the message complexity is missing (see,
e.g., [84] for a work in this direction). With technological improvements it is reasonable to
expect that computational complexity will be less and less a concern and that the focus
will move on tools with higher accuracy and smaller communication overhead. Therefore
it is of interest to develop message complexity characterizations which allows for a fair
comparison of practical and quantized strategies such as [67, 63, 73].

It is moreover a topic of great interest to understand what are the fundamental limits
of approximate computations using randomization. In particular, it would be interesting
to answer the following question: What is the optimal trade-off between the accuracy of
the final estimate and the message complexity of the measurement process?

Partial answers have been proposed within the computer science community in the
case of multi-set cardinality estimation in streaming applications (see, e.g., [85, 86, 87]).
The existing characterizations take the following definition as a starting point:

Definition 1 ([86]) An (ε, δ)-approximation scheme for a quantity X is a (randomized)
procedure that, given any positive ε < 1 and δ < 1, computes an estimate X̂ of X that is
within a relative error of ε with probability at least 1 − δ, i.e., P

[∣∣∣X̂ − X
∣∣∣ ≤ εX

]
≥ 1 − δ.

The main results then concern finding bounds on the design parameters of these size
estimation algorithms (e.g., the size of the memory storage) to achieve a given (ε, δ)-
approximation. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, these characterizations are
not straightforward applicable to a networked setting and moreover the constructions
through which they are derived lead to bounds that are valid up to a proportionality factor
which is difficult to estimate.

A different direction to understand the fundamental limits of cardinality estimators
based on consensus is to first understand what can be computed exactly in a certain
distributed computations framework (see, e.g., [12]), and then study which randomized
approaches preserve the most information on the estimand over the set of all plausible
computations.
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Networks cardinality estimation using order statistics
Riccardo Lucchese and Damiano Varagnolo

Abstract: We consider a network of collaborative peers that aim at distributedly estimat-
ing the network cardinality. We assume nodes to be endowed with unique identification
numbers (IDs), and we study the performance of size estimators that are based on exchang-
ing these IDs. Motivated by practical scenarios where the time-to-estimate is critical, we
specifically address the case where the convergence time of the algorithm, i.e., the number
of communications required to achieve the final estimate, is minimal. We thus construct
estimators of the network size by exploiting statistical inference concepts on top of the
distributed computation of order statistics of the IDs, i.e., of the M biggest IDs available
in the network. We then characterize the statistical performance of these estimators from
theoretical perspectives and show their effectiveness in practical estimation situations by
means of numerical examples.

1 Introduction
In distributed applications knowing the properties of the underlying communication
networks may lead to better performing algorithms. E.g., knowing the number of nodes
may lead to more precise distributed estimators [1]. It is thus meaningful to seek for
estimators of the properties of the communication graphs that sense these properties with
the smallest possible computational / communications overheads. Moreover, this sensing
should be distributed, i.e., conform to the distributed computations paradigm where the
network lacks of a centralized authority and the nodes are peers.

Consider then the following technology for solving the archetypal problem of estimating
the size of a network, at first sight the most simple one in terms of computational and
communications overheads: let every node i of the network be associated to an identification
number (or ID) yi, initially known only by itself. Then let nodes form, store and propagate
lists of these yis among them. When a node i has collected the complete list, the size of
the network can be determined exactly by inspecting the size of the list itself1.

Without constraints on how many yis one can send per packet, the network size
estimation problem is thus trivial. If, instead, the number of transmittable yis is limited,
and therefore only a subset of the yis can be sent per packet, then nodes must select which
yis should be communicated at each round. This degree of freedom makes the estimation
problem more interesting.

In this manuscript we study which selection mechanisms should be implemented, and
what are the consequences of these selection processes, considering the following two
practical requirements: i) the strategy should minimize the convergence time, i.e., the
number of communications among nodes to achieve the final estimate; ii) the strategy

1In fact, one can build on top of this simple strategy to infer the entire topology of the network, see [2].
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should lead nodes to share an identical final estimate.

Literature review: The problem of distributedly counting or inferring networks car-
dinalities has been extensively studied in the literature. There is a vast portfolio of
techniques, each characterized by different properties and trade-offs: performing random
walks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], computing averages of the IDs [8, 9, 10], computing the eigenvalues
of the Laplacian of the communication graph [11], exploiting Good-Turing estimators
based on the number of occurrences of the IDs [12], scanning opportunely the binary
representation of the IDs of the nodes [13, 14], borrowing concepts from identification of
LTI systems over finite fields [15], performing opportune Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
of randomly generated IDs [16], and Bayesian schemes [17].

W.r.t. the estimation scheme proposed in this manuscript, all the strategies above
perform more complex computational operations and require longer convergence times.

A strategy in the same playground of the one considered here (i.e., with the same
computational complexity and minimal convergence time) is the basis of [9, 18, 19, 20],
and works as follows: i) let each node locally generate M random IDs yi,m, m = 1, . . . , M
instead of just one ID yi; ii) make nodes distributedly compute over the network the M
different maxima ymax

m = maxi {yi,m}; iii) have each node estimate the network size using
ML concepts. As it will be clear later, the approach proposed in this manuscript has
overall better statistical performance.

Other strategies that are also based on the computation of order statistics have
been proposed in [21, 22, 23, 24]. Nonetheless, the results obtained in this work are
distinguished in three fundamental ways (cf. also the following statement of contributions):
i) the proposed point estimator is derived from approximated ML concepts rather than
methods of moments; ii) the proposed interval estimator and the related hypothesis testing
results are completely novel; iii) the strategy is tailored for the case of networks of peer
nodes, and not for databases or other centralized applications.

Statement of contributions: The previously posed assumptions, i.e., that each node
is associated to a scalar ID yi, that nodes can form and propagate lists of IDs, but that
the number of yis that can be propagated per transmission round is limited, introduce the
problem of which IDs should be selected for transmission. The question is then which is
the (statistically) best performing strategy that satisfies to the practical requirements of i)
minimizing the convergence time, i.e., the number of communications to achieve the final
estimate; ii) leading nodes to all share an identical final estimate.

Since stochastic selection processes would lead to stochastic convergence times, we
specifically consider deterministic strategies that minimize the convergence time, namely
the computation of order statistics of the yis, i.e., the computation of their M biggest
and/or smallest values [25].

The contributions of this manuscript are thus the following:

• motivate why it is meaningful to analyze just what can be obtained computing max-
imum values, and neglect minimum values or ranges (differences between maximum
and minimum values);

• derive and statistically characterize approximated ML point estimators of the network
size that follow from approximated score functions;
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• derive and statistically characterize interval estimators in the form of statistical
hypothesis tests on the network size.

Organization of the manuscript: in Section 2 we collect the notation used throughout
this text and frame the cardinality estimation problem in a formal way. In Section 3 we
discuss in detail an iterative algorithm to distributedly compute order statistics. In Section 4
we derive an approximated ML estimator and characterize its statistical performance. In
Section 5 we consider how the nodes can perform statistical hypothesis testing on the
network size. In Section 6 we show the effectiveness of the estimation strategies by means
of simulated experiments. Finally, in Section 7 we collect some concluding remarks and
discuss future research directions.

2 Problem Formulation
Due to the iterative nature of the estimation algorithm, we describe the quantities of
interest at discrete points in time. For this purpose, we partition time into an ordered set
of equally lasting intervals indexed by the integer variable t = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We informally
refer to each of these time-intervals as to an “epoch”.

We model the communication network as a directed, strongly connected and, w.l.o.g.
for our findings, time-constant graph G = (V, E) with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. In particular,
the cardinality of the network is n = |V |. Communications are assumed to be perfect
(i.e., no collisions, no delays, no information sharing errors). The exchange of information
between nodes follows a broadcast communication protocol, i.e., when i ∈ V transmits, it
transmits to all its neighbors Ni := {j : (i, j) ∈ E} simultaneously, and these js are not
required to acknowledge the transmission.

Nodes are assumed to be equipped with a local random number generator that,
during initialization, draws an independent sample from a common absolutely continuous
distribution PY (·). The random outcome is then stored in the local variable yi. In the
following, we informally refer to yi as the ID of node i. The fictitious IDs y1, . . . , yn are
thus viewed as an n-dimensional sample extracted from PY (·).

Importantly, we assume that when nodes communicate, they exchange packets contain-
ing at most M different IDs, with M fixed a priori. Different Ms thus trade off the amount
of information that is locally available for statistical inference with the communication
requirements.

The aim of the nodes is to reach consensus, in the smallest number of epochs possible,
on an estimate of the network cardinality n starting from no a priori knowledge on the
network topology or on n itself. The purpose is thus not only to estimate effectively n,
but also to reach, as soon as possible, agreement on the same estimate n̂.

Remark 5 Each ID yi is assumed to be a real number, and we thus neglect in first
approximation quantization issues. We nonetheless notice that if the set of all plausible IDs
is finite, e.g., strings of b bits, then the probability of collisions is described by a generalized
birthday paradox. Specifically, this probability is given by 1 −∏n−1

k=0
2b−k

2b and therefore is
strictly decreasing in b.
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3 Order statistics consensus
Let x(1), . . . , x(n) be the outcome of sorting the vector of initial IDs y1, . . . , yn in ascending
order. By construction the variable x(m) takes the m-th smallest value in y1, . . . , yn and is
called the m-th order statistic.

Assume that the maximum number of transmittable IDs per communication has been
fixed through M . Then, the order statistic x(n−M+1) can be distributedly computed by
the network through the following Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Order statistics consensus
1: (local storage requirements) vectors ix, iw ∈ R

M ;
2: (initialization of the local storage) let ix = [ix1, . . . , ixM ] by setting ixm = 0 for

m = 1, . . . , M − 1, and ixM = yi; let iw = 0;
3: for each epoch t = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
4: (on epoch start, save the current local state) iw ← ix;
5: (on transmission, that happens once per epoch, and uniformly i.i.d. during the

epoch) broadcast the current iw to the neighboring nodes j ∈ Ni;
6: (on reception, that happens |Ni| times per epoch) upon reception of jw from neighbor

j, update ix by selecting and sorting (in ascending order) the M biggest elements in
ix ∪ jw. I.e., letting ξ ∈ R

2M be a temporary vector, and describing this operation in
Matlab-like pseudo-code, let

ξ ← unique
(
sort

(
stack

(
ix, jw

)))
,

ix ← ξ(M+1):(2M) .

Notice that during each epoch each node performs two basic functions: i) it uses
the received IDs to update its local information; ii) it broadcasts its information to its
neighbors. Importantly, to compute x(n−M+1), the nodes are required to compute also
x(n−M+2), . . . , x(n).

We stress that the number of scalars that are broadcast by a node per epoch does
not grow indefinitely, but instead stays bounded by the design parameter M . Moreover,
nodes may skip the zero entries in the current iw when transmitting, so that the length of
packets scales with the network cardinality up to n = M .

Consensus, i.e., the condition where all the nodes have computed correctly x(n−M+1),
is achieved at most after d epochs, with d the diameter of the network. In fact, a sufficient
condition for achieving consensus is that the information of any given node can eventually
be propagated to the rest of nodes in the network. Therefore, given our strong connectivity
assumptions, the local states 1x, . . . , nx converge, at most after d steps, to the consensus
vector

x :=
[
x(n−M+1) x(n−M+2) . . . x(n)

]
. (1)

For notational brevity, in the following we let xm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , indicate the m-th
component of x, so that x1 := x(n−M+1), x2 := x(n−M+2) and so on.

Assuming that the consensus vector (1) has been computed, a node can distinguish
between two cases:
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1. x has some zero entries: this implies that n < M , and thus the cardinality of the
network is given precisely by the number of non-zero entries of x;

2. x has no zero entries: this implies that n ≥ M , and thus that x1 is the searched
(n − M + 1)-th order statistic. This is the interesting case from our statistical
perspectives and gives birth to the question of how to estimate n given x(n−M+1).

4 Estimating cardinalities
using order statistics

This section leverages Algorithm 2 for the estimation of the cardinality of a network, and
is articulated in four parts: 4.1, showing that to compute maxima (i.e., statistics of the
kind x(n−m), where n is the cardinality of the network), minima (i.e., statistics of the kind
x(m)), or ranges (i.e., combinations like x(n−m) − x(m)), is for our purposes equivalent; 4.2,
deriving a closed-form for the ML estimator of the network size n; 4.3, proposing and
characterizing an estimator naturally approximating the ML one; and 4.4, characterizing
the statistical properties of the approximated estimator.

4.1 Computing maxima, minima or ranges is equivalent for cardinality
estimation purposes

Let the initial IDs y1, . . . , yn be n i.i.d. realizations of the same continuous r.v. Y , i.e.,
let Y be described by a generic absolutely continuous probability distribution PY (y), so
that Y admits its density pY (y). Define the random variables X(1), . . . , X(n) as the order
statistics of an n-dimensional sample with i.i.d. components extracted from Y . We denote
with x(m), 1 ≤ m ≤ M , the realization of X(m), so that x(m) is the m-th smallest value in
y1, . . . , yn.

If m1, . . . , mM are M generic indexes s.t. 1 ≤ m1 < . . . < mM ≤ n, then the joint
probability density of the order statistics X(m1), . . . , X(mM ) is [25, Eq. (2.2.2)]

pX(m1),...,X(mM ) (x1, . . . , xM ; n) =
n!

(m1 − 1)!(m2 − m1 − 1)! . . . (n − mk)!
· (PY (x1))m1−1 pY (x1)
· (PY (x2) − PY (x1))m2−m1−1 pY (x2)
· ...
· (1 − PY (xM))n−mM pY (xM)

(2)

subject to
x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xM .

Notice then that, given the continuity assumptions on Y , we may restrict Y to be (0,1)-
uniform, so that pY (y) ∼ U [0, 1]. Indeed, it is always possible to transform any non-uniform
continuous Y into Y ′ = PY (Y ) ∼ U [0, 1] by means of the so-called probability integral
transform. We can thus eventually consider the equivalent uniform r.v. since it retains the
same information content (cf. also Proposition 7 in [9]).
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As for the indexes m1, . . . , mM , we notice that there are only 3 meaningful arrangements:

1. case m1 = 1, . . . , mM = M , so that the considered order statistics are X(1), . . . , X(M),
i.e., the M smallest IDs. In this case we can observe that m1 = 1, m2 − m1 − 1 = 0,
m3 − m2 − 1 = 0, . . ., n − mM = n − M . Thus the density (2), given that the
y1, . . . , yn are i.i.d. realizations from a uniform distribution, particularizes to

p (x1, . . . , xM ; n) = n!
(n − M)!(1 − xM)n−M . (3)

Since in this case xM is the M -th smallest element of y1, . . . , yn, it follows that
xM ∼ B(M, n − M + 1) with B(·, ·) the Beta distribution [25, Example 2.3]. Notice
also that the structure of this joint density reflects the fact that, conditioned on xM ,
the various order statistics xm with m < M are (0, xM)-uniform r.v.s;

2. case m1 = n − M + 1, . . . , mM = n, so that the considered order statistics are
X(n−M+1), . . . , X(n), i.e., the M biggest IDs. In this case we can observe that
m1 = n − M + 1, m2 − m1 − 1 = 0, m3 − m2 − 1 = 0, . . ., n − mM = 0. Thus (2)
particularizes to

p (x1, . . . , xM ; n) = n!
(n − M)!x

n−M
1 . (4)

x1 is now the M -th biggest element of y1, . . . , yn and, similarly to the previous case,
is distributed as B(n − M + 1, M) [25, Example 2.3];

3. case m1 = 1, . . . , mk = k, mk+1 = n−M +k +1, . . . , mM = n, so that the considered
order statistics are X(1), . . . , X(k) and X(n−M+k+1), . . . , X(n), i.e., the k smallest and
the M − k biggest IDs. Combining the observations made for the two cases above,
we have that in this case (2) particularizes to

p (x1, . . . , xM ; n) = n!
(n − M)!(xk+1 − xk)n−M . (5)

Since xk and xk+1 are respectively the k-th smallest and (M − k)-th biggest element
of y1, . . . , yn, it follows that (again) (xk+1 −xk) ∼ B(n−M +1, M) [25, Example 2.3].

Importantly, as suggested in Section 3, the previous 3 cases are the only meaningful
ones in our distributed computations setting. Indeed, to compute the M -th biggest element
of a given set requires the computation also of the M − 1-th, M − 2-th, etc., biggest values,
that can then be considered as available information when the computation is ended. The
same conclusion applies also for the computation of the M -th smallest elements and of
ranges.

Given that (3), (4) and (5) have exactly the same functional structure, estimators
derived from the 3 different cases will have the same statistical performance. In the
remainder of this manuscript we thus consider w.l.o.g. the case where the order statistics
correspond to computing maxima over the network. I.e., from now on we assume that xM

is the n-th order statistic of y1, . . . , yn or, equivalently, the biggest ID in the network; xM−1
is the (n − 1)-th order statistic, i.e., the second biggest ID; . . .; x1 is the (n − M + 1)-th
order statistic, i.e., the M -th biggest ID.
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4.2 The ML estimator of n

For n ≥ M the ML estimator of the size can be found by inspection of the likelihood ratio
[26]

R = p (x1 . . . , xM ; ñ)
p (x1 . . . , xM ; ñ − 1) .

Indeed, given (4) we obtain that

nML := arg max
ñ∈{M,M+1,...}

p (x1 . . . , xM ; ñ)

= max {ñ | R ≥ 1} =
⌊

M

1 − x1

⌋
.

(6)

However, a difficulty with (6) is that the probability density p(nML ; n) (and thus all the
statistical performance indexes like var (nML − n)) is not available in closed form and must
be computed numerically. Moreover, numerical approaches prevent a full understanding of
the properties of the estimator, and complicate design steps such as choosing that design
parameter M that leads to specific performance requirements.

4.3 The ML estimator admits a natural approximation with performance
indexes expressible in closed forms

We thus consider an alternative estimator for the cardinality of the network that has
performance indexes that can be expressed in closed forms and that represents a natural
approximation of the ML estimator (6).

Consider then that if n ≥ M then the joint log-pdf of x1, . . . , xM is

log
(
p
(
x1, . . . , xM ; n

))
= (n − M) log (x1) +

M−1∑
k=0

log(n − k)

so that the score is
∂ log(p)

∂n
= log(x1) +

M−1∑
k=0

1
n − k

. (7)

Let then ψ(·) be the digamma function, and exploit the identities

M−1∑
k=0

1
n − k

=
M−1∑
k=0

1
(n − M + 1) + k

= ψ(n + 1) − ψ(n − M + 1)
(8)

and
ψ(w) = H(w−1) − γ ≈ log(w − 1) (9)

where H(w−1) is the w − 1-th Harmonic number and γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant,
to approximate the score (7) as

∂ log(p)
∂n

≈ log(x1) + log(n) − log(n − M) . (10)
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In particular, the unique root of the right-hand side of (10) yields an approximation for
the unique root of the score, and this legitimates

n̂ = g (x1) := M

1 − x1
(11)

as an approximated form of nML for the case n ≥ M .
To extend n̂ so to comprise also the case n < M , we consider that in the latter case

only n of the M order statistics x1, . . . , xM contain meaningful information, while the
remaining ones are arbitrarily set to zero by Algorithm 2. Therefore, a precise estimate is
obtained by counting the non-zero entries xm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M . The complete estimator is
thus

n̂ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
M

1 − x1
if x1 �= 0

|{xm �= 0}| otherwise,
(12)

where |·| indicates the cardinality of a set.

4.4 Statistical characterization of the approximated estimator

In the following we let N̂ denote the random variable associated to (12). To characterize
its performance in function of the design parameter M we notice that if n < M then
P

[
N̂ = n

]
= 1, i.e.,

E

[
N̂

n
; n < M

]
= 1, (13)

var
(

N̂ − n

n
; n < M

)
= 0. (14)

For the moments E

[
N̂
n

; n ≥ M
]

and var
(

N̂−n
n

; n ≥ M
)

we exploit the closed form of

(11) and consider that the pdf of N̂ can be computed from

p
N̂

(n̂ ; n ≥ M) = pX1

(
g−1 (n̂) ; n ≥ M

) ∣∣∣∣∣dg−1 (n̂)
dn̂

∣∣∣∣∣ .

Since (under n ≥ M) X1 ∼ B(n − M + 1, M), with B indicating the Beta distribution, it
follows that

p
N̂

(n̂ ; n ≥ M) = MM

Bf (n − M + 1, M)
(n̂ − M)n−M

n̂n+1 (15)

where Bf (·, ·) is now the Beta function. Then recall that for X ∼ B(α, β) and β > 2 there
holds

E

[ 1
1 − X

]
= α + β − 1

β − 1 , (16)

var
( 1

1 − X

)
= α(α + β − 1)

(β − 2)(β − 1)2 . (17)
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Given the structure of g(·) in (12), for 2 < M ≤ n it thus holds that

E

[
N̂

n
; n ≥ M

]
= M

M − 1 , (18)

var
(

N̂ − n

n
; n ≥ M

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2

− M2

n(M − 2)(M − 1) .

(19)

Since we are considering the case n ≥ M , we conclude that the variance (19) enjoys a
o(1/M) behavior asymptotically in M . Moreover

var
(

N̂ − n

n
; n = M

)
= M

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 , (20)

lim
n→+∞ var

(
N̂ − n

n

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 , (21)

In other words, estimator (12) exhibits the following feature: if n < M , then the estimate is
perfect; if instead n ≥ M but n ≈ M , then the variance of the error behaves approximately
as in (20); eventually, for n � M the variance of the error becomes about M times bigger
(cf. Figure 1). We then notice the following:

Remark 6 The statistical performance indexes of the max-consensus based size estimator
used as a building block in [9, 18, 19, 27, 20] are (calling this estimator Nmax):

E

[
Nmax

n

]
= M

M − 1 , (22)

var
(

Nmax − n

n

)
= M2

(M − 2)(M − 1)2 (23)

i.e., asymptotically the same of the proposed estimator N̂ when n � M . Therefore, the
strategy proposed in this manuscript has overall better statistical properties, and in addition,
has the (meaningful) property of letting nodes estimate perfectly networks sizes when the
total number of nodes is smaller than the amount of shareable information. I.e., the novel
estimator N̂ not only has a better variance, but it can also work as a perfect counter, while
Nmax cannot.

5 Testing hypotheses
on the cardinality of the network

We now consider how nodes can decide if the network cardinality n is above (or below) a
given threshold n starting from the knowledge of the order statistic x(n−M+1) computed
by Algorithm 2. We formalize this problem in the classical statistical hypothesis testing
framework; to maintain the paper self-contained we then summarize the needed theoretical
background in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, instead, we characterize the optimal decision
rule and study its statistical power as a function of the design parameter M .
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Figure 1: Variance of the relative estimation error (19) as a function of n and M . As
n approaches M with n ≥ M , the estimator performance sees an M -fold improvement
compared to (23). For n < M , instead, the relative error variance vanishes.
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5.1 Preliminaries in statistical hypothesis testing
(See [28] and the dedicated literature for more details.) A hypothesis is a statement about a
parameter of a probability distribution. A (deterministic) hypothesis test is a deterministic
rule that decides, based on observed samples, whether a given hypothesis should be
accepted (i.e. considered true) or rejected at a certain level of significance.

Let {pθ}θ∈Θ be a family of parametric probability densities, X a r.v. with density pθ

for some unknown θ ∈ Θ, and Θ the domain of the potential parameters. We assume Θ to
be divided into the two complementary sets (or hypotheses)

Hi := {x ∼ pθ with θ ∈ Θi} , i = 0, 1 (24)

with Θ0 ∩ Θ1 = ∅ and Θ0 ∪ Θ1 = Θ.
A (deterministic) test to decide between the two hypotheses in (24) is thus a deter-

ministic function φ(x) : range(X) �→ {0, 1} that maps a generic realization of X into an
integer that indicates the acceptance or rejection of H0. When φ(x) selects H1 while H0
is true the test is said to commit an error of type I (false positive). Accepting H0 when
H1 is true is instead said to be an error of type II (false negative).

To statistically characterize the effectiveness of test φ(x) it is common to refer to the
function

βφ(θ) := Eθ [φ(x)] =
∫

φ(x)pθ(x)dx , ∀ θ ∈ Θ , (25)

called the power function of φ, that characterizes the statistical performance of φ through

α0(φ) := sup
θ∈Θ0

βφ(θ) , (26)

also called the size or level of significance of φ. The size α0(φ) thus represents the worst
probability of errors of type I given all the possible situations for which θ ∈ Θ0. If θ ∈ Θ1,
instead, βφ(θ) represents the probability of not committing errors of type II for that
particular θ.

The concept of optimality for a test is then usually expressed in terms of its power
function: a test φ(·) is indeed said to be Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP) if there exists
no other test φ′(·) that operates on the same hypotheses, has the same size (i.e., is s.t.
α0(φ′) = α0(φ)), and has a better power in the Θ1 region. In other words, φ(·) is UMP if
every other φ′(·) with the same size of φ(·) satisfies

βφ(θ) ≥ βφ′(θ) ∀ θ ∈ Θ1 .

5.2 A UMP test for one-sided hypotheses on the network cardinality
Let now x be as in (1), and let its density be as in (4). Let the hypotheses on the size of
the network n be (notice that here n plays the role of θ above):{ H0 : n ∈ Θ0 := {ν : ν ≤ n},

H1 : n ∈ Θ1 := {ν : ν > n}.
(27)

Notice that (27) is parameterized in the deterministic value n > 0, representing a threshold
size whose meaning depends on the specific application (e.g., the minimum size of the
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population of nodes that guarantee a certain quality of service). In this context, the
decision rule takes as its input the whole vector x computed through Algorithm 2, and
outputs either zero (i.e., H0) or one (i.e., H1).

Consider then that if n < M , then the test can perfectly discriminate between H0 and
H1, since in this case it is possible to estimate the size n perfectly. For the case n ≥ M
we instead need to design the optimal (in terms of power functions) test given x.

To this aim, observe that the one-parameter family of exponential densities (4) induces
likelihood ratios of the form

Λ(x1, . . . , xM , n1, n2, M) = p(x1, . . . , xM ; n1, M)
p(x1, . . . , xM ; n2, M)

= xn1−n2
1

n1∏
ν=n2+1

ν

ν − M
.

(28)

As soon as n1 > n2 > 0, Λ is strictly increasing in the sufficient statistic x1. This mono-
tonicity property constitutes a sufficient condition that guarantees (see [28, Thm 3.4.1])
that for every desirable size α0 there exists a corresponding UMP test φ(·) structurally
defined by

φ(x1) =
{

0 if x1 ≤ λ

1 otherwise
(29)

with λ > 0 an opportune threshold, and s.t. its size coincides with the test power evaluated
at the frontier point n, i.e.,

α0(φ) = βφ(n) . (30)

In our specific case, to construct the UMP test it is thus sufficient to compute the
corresponding threshold λ as a function of the desired size α0.

Let then the desired α0 be given. It follows from (29) that λ is a function of the
quantile function of a Beta r.v. More specifically, if we denote with Q(u ; a, b) the quantile
of a generic Beta distribution B(a, b) then the optimal λ is

λ = Q (1 − α0 ; n − M + 1, M) . (31)

Although Q(· ; a, b) cannot be expressed in closed form, it admits a power series expansion
that can be exploited to compute (31) efficiently, see, e.g., [29]. Moreover, the value of λ
in (29) is fixed once α0 and n have been chosen and, therefore, it can be computed off-line
and stored in the nodes before deployment.

Combining the above considerations, and removing the restriction n ≥ M , we finally
obtain the following UMP rule:

φ(x1) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩0 if either
(

n̂ < M and n̂ ≤ n
)

or
(

n̂ ≥ M and x1 ≤ λ
)

,

1 otherwise.
(32)

A graphical description of the performance of (32) is shown in Figure 2, where we
consider n = 50 and significance levels 0.05 and 0.01. Confirming the intuitions, once a
certain choice of the size α0 is made, different choices of the remaining design parameter
M lead to either poor power functions when M is very small or very good power functions
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when M is big. Indeed, increasing M leads to more information available for inference
purposes, that translates into an improved test power. In general, values of M near n
yield good performance in terms of both the variance (19) of the relative error of the point
estimator (12) (cf. Figure 1) and of the power of the here discussed UMP rule.

6 Numerical experiments
Before continuing we recall the concept of k-steps neighborhood: given a generic node
i ∈ V and k ∈ N, the k-steps neighborhood of i is the set of nodes connected to i by at
least one path of at most k links, and that is formally defined for k = 0 as V 0

i := {i} and
for k ≥ 1 through the recursion

V k
i :=

⋃
(i,j)∈E

V k−1
j . (33)

To show the effectiveness of the point estimator (12) and of the hypothesis test (32)
we consider the following application: in the tree network of Figure 3 each node aims at
estimating how many k-steps neighbors they have for k = 1, . . . , 6. Moreover, each node
aims also at deciding whether it has at least n = 100 6-steps neighbors or not.

To solve this problem we propose to opportunely parallelize D instances of Algorithm 2
so that nodes can generate statistical information on the size of the various k-steps
neighborhoods up to distance D (a design parameter). More specifically, we let the state
of the generic agent i be a matrix ix ∈ R

D×M and aim at letting the k-th column of ix
aggregate information from i’s k-steps neighbors.

Consider then the following scheme: i) during each epoch t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., node i performs
the same operations described in Algorithm 2 but separately on each column of the new
augmented state; ii) to accommodate the recursive step in (33), at the beginning of each
epoch, node i shifts the columns of ix by one to the right (so that the old D-th column is
effectively discarded), while the leftmost column is reinitialized with a new random ID as
in step 2 of Algorithm 2.

This mechanism allows the generic node i to produce at each epoch t: 1) a local
estimate n̂k

i (t) of the cardinality of the generic neighborhood V k
i by exploiting (12); 2) a

decision between alternative hypotheses on the cardinality of the generic neighborhood V k
i

by exploiting (32).
To address the application described above in the network of Figure 3, we thus let

every node independently perform a statistical test to decide if its 6-steps neighborhood
contains more than n = 100 nodes or not. We considered M = 80 and set the level of
significance to 0.01, thus bounding the rate of type I errors. In the figure, the nodes drawn
in a darker color are those that set an alarm after evaluating the hypothesis test. Notice
that all the nodes of the network correctly inferred whether their 6-steps neighborhood
contains more then 100 peers.

In Figure 4, instead, we depict two typical realizations of the evolutions of the estimates
n̂k

i (t),k = 1, . . . , 4, for the node i in the center of the network. Confronting the panels it is
possible to notice the main feature of the cardinality estimator proposed in this paper, i.e.,
the fact that if

∣∣∣V k
i

∣∣∣ < M , then the estimator acts as a counting mechanism. If instead
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Figure 2: The power of the UMP decision rule (32) as a function of n and M for n = 50
and two different values for the size, α0(φ) = 0.05 for the plots in the first column and
α0(φ) = 0.01 for the plots in the second column. Notice that if n < M , then the power is
one since (32) discriminates perfectly between hypotheses (27).
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Figure 3: A balanced tree with 5 levels and a total of 121 nodes. If a node has a darker
interior then this means that it believes (through the UMP test defined in this section)
that its 6-steps neighborhood contains at least n = 100 nodes.

∣∣∣V k
i

∣∣∣ ≥ M , then the estimator is a proper estimator, in the sense that it is not perfect and
its statistical performance depend on M as described in (19).

7 Conclusions
This paper presents a novel counting strategy that is tailored for distributed networked ap-
plications and that enjoys several desirable practical properties, such as uniformly bounded
per-transmission communication requirements, trivial computational requirements, perfect
precisions for small networks, and fast convergence times.

The structure of the computational procedure, that is based on the distributed compu-
tation of order statistics, enables the derivation of both point and interval estimators and
their complete statistical characterization. More precisely, point estimators are derived
from approximated Maximum Likelihood (ML) concepts, while interval estimators are
derived in the forms of opportune hypothesis tests on the size of the underlying network.

For small networks the point estimator works as a counting mechanism, and this repre-
sents an improvement with respect to the existing literature. The statistical performance
of the estimator compare favorably to that of other size estimation technique that are
based on max consensus operations and have the same convergence properties.

The novel technique proposed here opens up several research directions. We devise
specially the following ones: i) studying the properties of the estimators when considering
discretization effects; ii) finding the potential extensions that can be implemented when
removing the requirement that every node should have the same final estimate; iii) under-
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Figure 4: Typical realizations of the evolutions of the estimators n̂k
i (t) of the sizes of the

k-steps neighborhoods for k = 1, . . . , 4. The left panel, corresponding to M = 30, shows
average estimation errors that are noticeably bigger than the ones committed in the right
panel, for which M = 80. Moreover, since 30 < |V 3

i | < 80, for the right panel the estimator
of the 3-steps neighborhood works as a counting mechanism, whereas for the left panel
it does not. The horizontal gray lines indicate the exact size of the considered k-steps
neighborhoods after the initial transitory.
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standing which other topological quantity can be computed by nodes while running this
estimation strategy.
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Network cardinality estimation using max consensus:

the case of Bernoulli trials
Riccardo Lucchese and Damiano Varagnolo

Abstract: Interested in scalable topology reconstruction strategies with fast convergence
times, we consider network cardinality estimation schemes that use, as their fundamental
aggregation mechanism, the computation of bit-wise maxima over strings. We thus
discuss how to choose optimally the parameters of the information generation process
under frequentist assumptions on the estimand, derive the resulting ML estimator, and
characterize its statistical performance as a function of the communications and memory
requirements. We then numerically compare the bitwise-max based estimator against
lexicographic-max based estimators, and derive insights on their relative performances in
function of the true cardinality.

1 Introduction
Information on the topology of a communication network may be instrumental in distribu-
ted applications such as optimization and estimation tasks. For example, in distributed
regression frameworks, knowing the number of active sensors allows to correctly weight
prior information against evidence in the data [1]. Moreover, continuously estimating the
number of active nodes or communication links corresponds to monitoring the network
connectivity and thus to being able to trigger network reconfiguration strategies [2].

The focus is then to understand how to distributedly perform topology reconstruction
given devices with bounded resources (e.g., battery/energy constraints, communication
bandwidth, etc.). Of course, considering different trade-offs leads to different optimal
strategies. Here we are motivated by real-world applications such as vehicular traffic esti-
mation and specifically consider the case of peer-to-peer networks where all the participants
are required to: i) share the same final result (and thus the same view of the network); ii)
keep the communication and computational complexity at each node uniformly bounded in
time; iii) reach consensus on the estimates using the smallest number of communications
possible.

Since aggregation mechanisms scale better than flooding or epidemic protocols (at the
cost of some loss of information) [3, 4], the aforementioned objectives are usually addressed
using order statistics consensus aggregation mechanisms (like max, min, and ranges).
Natural questions are then: which one is the scheme that leads to topology estimators
that are optimal in Mean Squared Error (MSE) terms? And what are the fundamental
limitations of information aggregation for topology estimation purposes, i.e., what can be
estimated and what not?

Towards answering what is the maximum achievable accuracy of aggregation-based
estimators, here we focus on max-consensus strategies and pursue to characterize the
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fundamental properties of aggregating maxima for cardinality estimation purposes.

Literature review if the network’s agents are not constrained to keep their communi-
cation and memory requirements fixed at every iteration, then it is known that one can
reconstruct the whole topology of a network by both exchanging tables of the agents IDs,
if these IDs are unique, or using simple randomized techniques to generate these IDs [5]. If
instead communications and memory requirements have to stay constant in time, and IDs
are not guaranteed to be unique, there exists no algorithm that always computes correctly
with probability one, in finite time and with a bounded average bit complexity, even just
the size of the network [6, 7].

These results motivate the existence of probabilistic counting algorithms, where agents
estimate the size of their network by either performing different actions based on the
perceived events (as in interval sampling, capture-recapture or random walks [8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13]) or performing the same actions in parallel (as in the case where all the agents are
required to share the same knowledge) [14, 15, 16].

The particular scenario considered in this manuscript is usually approached endowing
each agent with (possibly non-unique) IDs and letting then the network compute oppor-
tune statistics of these IDs. Estimators of this kind have three building blocks: 1) an
initialization phase, where the local memory yi of each agent i is initialized locally using
some probabilistic mechanism; 2) an aggregation phase, where the network distributedly
computes an opportune function of the initial yi’s and eventually reaches consensus on a
value y; 3) an estimation phase, where each agent infers the size of the network from y.

Aggregating the yi’s using average consensus is then known to lead to estimators whose
statistical performance improve either linearly [17, 18, 19, 20] or exponentially [21] with
the size of the yi’s (depending on how the yi’s are initialized). Averaging nonetheless has
the big drawback of slow convergence dynamics.

Aggregating the yi’s using order statistics consensus (e.g., max-consensus) has the
advantage of converging in a smaller number of communication steps then is required
by an averaging process. Specifically, the computation of maxima over the yi’s can be
performed in two different ways: 1) using a lexicographic order; 2) bitwise, when the yi

are viewed as a string of bits.
The properties of estimation strategies using the lexicographic order have been analyzed

in the literature and variants of these schemes have been proposed to address specific tasks.
Statistical characterizations can be found in [22, 23, 20, 24], and have been improved in [25]
by exploiting the aggregation of order statistics (i.e., computing the k-th biggest maximum
of the various yi instead of just the maximum value. This leads to an estimator that is
a perfect counter for small networks and with the same estimation performance of the
aforementioned methods for big networks). [26, 27] exploit instead temporal repetitions of
the max-consensus strategy to build estimators that are tailored for dynamic networks
with size changing in time.

In contrast, the literature on bitwise strategies is not so abundant: at the best of our
knowledge the unique manuscript is [28] where the authors generate the yi’s with Bernoulli
trials similarly to what we propose here, but do not consider the optimal design of the
Bernoulli parameters.
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Statement of contributions: We consider network size estimation based on bitwise
max-consensus strategies. This focus is motivated by the fact that the literature dealing
with lexicographic max consensus is at the best of our knowledge neglecting the discrete
nature of the yi’s and obtains approximate results that are based on the assumptions that
the yi’s are absolutely continuous r.v.s; in other words the literature ignores quantization
effects. With analyzing bitwise max-consensus schemes we thus both begin accounting for
the discrete nature of the yi’s and work towards understanding the performance limitations
of computing maxima bitwise or lexicographically. Our contributions are thus:

• extending [28] by considering potentially non-identically distributed bits, and deter-
mining the optimal Bernoulli rates using frequentist assumptions in (8);

• obtaining the novel ML estimator (18), different from the one in [28], characterizing
its statistical properties in Propositions 5 and 6, and verifying that it practically
reaches its Cramér-Rao (C-R) bound;

• comparing bitwise and lexicographic estimators and collecting numerical evidence
on which strategy is optimal in Section 7.

Organization of the manuscript: Section 2 introduces our assumptions, while Sec-
tion 3 formally casts the cardinality estimation problem. Sections 4, 5 and 6 address
different aspects of the estimation problem, by respectively designing the structure of pa-
rameters dictating the information generation scheme, determining the functional structure
of the estimator, and characterizing its statistical performances. Section 7 then compares
the performance of our bitwise-max estimator with that of lexicographic-max strategies.
Finally, Section 8 collects a few concluding remarks and discusses future directions.

2 Background and Assumptions
We model a distributed network as a connected undirected graph G = (V, E) comprising
N = |V | collaborating agents. We assume that the network operates within the following
shared framework:

Memory model: The generic agent i ∈ V avails locally of a memory storage of M -bits
that is represented by the vector

yi =
[
yi,1 yi,2 . . . yi,M

]T ∈ {0, 1}M . (1)

Communication model: Time is partitioned into an ordered set of equally lasting
intervals indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each referred to as an “epoch”. During each epoch,
randomly, uniformly and i.i.d. during the epoch, each agent i ∈ V broadcasts its whole yi to
all its neighbors through a perfect channel (i.e., without collisions, delays, or communication
errors).
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Aim of the agents: To estimate the cardinality of the network N while being subject
to the following constraints:

C1) obtain the same estimate when the algorithm terminates (i.e., letting N̂i denote the
final estimate for the generic agent i, it is required that N̂i = N̂ , ∀i ∈ V );

C2) obtain this estimate in d epochs, where d is the network’s diameter (notice that in
our synchronous protocol d is the minimum number of epochs such that information
generated at any node is propagated to the remaining nodes in the network).

We moreover assume that N is unknown but deterministic. Agents have no a-priori
knowledge on the network topology and thus on its cardinality except for an upper bound
on the network size, i.e., there exists a number Nmax such that N ≤ Nmax and Nmax is
available to the network.

3 Problem Formulation:
Size estimation with Bernoulli trials

Statistical size estimation schemes that are based on aggregation strategies share the
following common structure:

1. at initialization, each agent independently initializes its memory yi by extracting a
value from a probability distribution P that is independent of N ;

2. then the agents aggregate the various yi (i.e., distributedly compute a function of
y1, . . . , yN) and reach consensus on the value y;

3. since N parameterizes the previous aggregation process, N becomes statistically
identifiable through y.

Thus, even if the yi’s do not depend statistically on N , y does, and thus y conveys
statistical information on N .

The design of size estimators is then possible on 3 levels: 1) which P to use to initialize
the yi’s; 2) which aggregation scheme to use; 3) how to map the final aggregate y into a
point estimate N̂ of N .

As for the first design level, we consider the specific P for which the yi’s are initialized bit-
wise, i.e., for which each smallest atom of available information is initialized independently.
More specifically, we assume that each M -dimensional memory yi = [yi,1, . . . , yi,M ] is
initialized with M i.i.d. Bernoulli samples, i.e., through

yi,m =
{

1 with probability 1 − θm

0 with probability θm
m = 1, . . . , M . (2)

As for the second design level, we consider the bit-wise max consensus of the yi’s, an
aggregation operation that eventually yields (in finite time and at each agent) the vector

y = [y1, . . . , yM ]T , ym := max
i∈V

{yi,m}, m = 1, . . . , M (3)
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with probability
P [y ; N, θ] =

∏
{m : ym=1}

(1 − θN
m)

∏
{m : ym=0}

θN
m (4)

with θ := [θ1, . . . , θM ]. The generated information y is thus statistically dependent on the
unknown network cardinality, so that N is statistically identifiable through y.

As for the third design level, given our lack on a-priori knowledge on N , we make the
classical choice of letting N̂ be the ML estimator of N given y.

From these considerations arise the following three questions:

Q1) what is the functional structure of N̂?

Q2) What is the θ that minimizes the MSE of N̂?

Q3) Does N̂ have some optimality property?

4 Designing θ

Before answering Q1 we proceed to answer Q2. Our approach to the design of θ in (4)
is then to consider the so-called C-R inequality [29, Eq. 4.1.61], i.e., the notion that the
smallest variance that can be achieved by any estimator N̂ (y) of N given y is bounded
below. Specifically, under mild assumptions holding in our framework, it holds that

var
(
N̂ (y)

)
≥

⎛⎝1 +
∂E
[
N̂ (y) − N

]
∂N

⎞⎠2

I (N ; θ) (5)

where I (N ; θ) is the Fisher Information (FI) [29, Def. 4.1.4] about N given y, i.e.,

I (N ; θ) := E

⎡⎣(∂ lnP [y ; N, θ]
∂N

)2
⎤⎦ . (6)

Neglecting the bias term, (5) implies immediately that a small FI I (N ; θ) induces estima-
tors with high variance.

Our choice is then to consider the bias term negligible, select that θ that minimizes
the worst C-R bound over all the possible N ’s, and thus to solve

θ∗ := arg max
θ∈(0,1)M

min
N∈{1,...,Nmax}

I (N ; θ) . (7)

Lemma 6 The optimum in (7) is attained by

θ∗ =
[
α1/Nmax , . . . , α1/Nmax

]
(8)

where
2 − 2 − ln α

α
= 0 ⇒ α ≈ 0.2031878699 . . . (9)
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Proof: Instrumental to (8) we first show that problem (7) reduces to

arg max
θ∈(0,1)M

I (Nmax; θ) . (10)

Indeed, since the ym’s in (3) are independent, we have

I (N ; θ) =
M∑

m=1
E

⎡⎣(∂ lnP [ym ; N, θm]
∂N

)2
⎤⎦

=
M∑

m=1
i(θm, N)

(11)

where the map i : (0, 1) × N �→ R≥0 is defined by

i(θ, N) := θN(ln θ)2

1 − θN
.

It follows that for any fixed θ ∈ (0, 1)M , the FI (11) is strictly decreasing in N and thus,
by recalling (7), we get (10).

(10) together with (11) imply that the vector θ∗ must have all entries identical. Letting

ω(θ, N) := 2 − 2 + ln θN

θN
(12)

we may write
∂i(θ, N)

∂θ
= ω(θ, N) ln θ

θ(1 − θ−N)2 , (13)

implying that i (θ, N) is maximized for θN = α with α satisfying condition (9). �

5 The ML estimator
Given (8), in what follows we assume θm = θ, for m = 1, . . . , M , and analyze the estimation
strategy for a generic θ ∈ (0, 1). Thus (2) specializes to

yi,m =
{

1 with probability 1 − θ
0 with probability θ

m = 1, . . . , M, (14)

while the joint distribution of y in (4) simplifies to

P [y ; N ] =
∏

{m : ym=1}
(1 − θN)

∏
{m : ym=0}

θN . (15)

It is a classic result showing that the sample average

y = y (y) :=
∑M

m=1 ym

M
, (16)

is a minimal complete sufficient statistic for N . We may in fact write (4) in terms of y
as P [y ; N ] = (1 − θN)My · θNM(1−y), so that, conditionally on the sample average, the
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probability of observing a given y is independent of θN (indeed one can regard y as the
main output of the bitwise aggregation scheme (3)).

Starting then from the score of N

�(y; N) := ∂ lnP [y ; N ]
∂N

=
(

1 − y

1 − θN

)
M ln θ , (17)

the ML estimator follows as

N̂(y) := arg max
N∈[1,Nmax]

P

[
y ; N

]

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if y ≤ 1 − θ

logθ (1 − y) if 1 − θ < y < 1 − θNmax

Nmax otherwise.

(18)

We notice that in the derivation of the ML estimator we relaxed the integer constraint
N ∈ {1, . . . , Nmax} by extending the search interval to the real segment [1, Nmax]. Indeed,
while a real size parameter does not match perfectly our information generation scheme,
considering the unconstrained estimator (18) allows us to devise closed-form performance
characterizations.

We also notice that by extending N̂(·) to be defined over [0, 1] instead of over
{0, 1/M, 2/M, . . . , 1}, and letting

ϑ := 1 − θN , 1 ≤ N ≤ Nmax (19)

be the success rate of each of the generic experiment ym, it holds N̂(ϑ) = logθ (1 − ϑ) = N ;
Indeed the empirical success rate y is a consistent estimator of the success rate ϑ. This
motivates (18) also as an intuitive estimator of the network size.

6 Characterization of N̂ (y)
On one hand, the distribution of the ML estimator (18) can be numerically computed
for every θ given the fact that My ∼ Bin

(
M, 1 − θN

)
. On the other hand, there is no

dedicated literature reporting closed form characterizations of logarithms of binomial
random variables. Since a comprehensive analysis of those variables is beyond the scope of
this paper, we resort to a simplified statistical characterization of the ML estimator N̂(y)
w.r.t. the classical performance indexes

E

[
N̂ − N

N

]
, var

(
N̂ − N

N

)
. (20)

Proposition 5 For all 1 ≤ N ≤ Nmax,
∣∣∣E [N̂]− N

∣∣∣ ≤ O
( 1

M

)
. (21)
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Proof: Recall that in our assumptions N is an unknown but fixed parameter. Let then
Ñ(·) be a smooth approximation of N̂(·), i.e., a function Ñ : R �→ R satisfying

Ñ (ϑ) = N̂ (ϑ) , Ñ (y) = N̂ (y) , y = 0,
1

M
,

2
M

, . . . , 1 (22)

for all the potential outcomes y, and that is endowed for every Y ∈ [0, 1] with k-th order
derivatives

Ñ (k)(Y) := ∂Ñ(Y)
∂Y , ∀ k ≥ 1. (23)

Notice that such Ñ(·) can be chosen within the ring of polynomials with degree at most
M + 1.

Consider now the Taylor expansion of Ñ(·) around the success rate ϑ in (19), valid
in the whole unitary segment [0, 1] by construction since Ñ is smooth [30, p. 286]. This
means that at the points where (22) holds we may rewrite N̂(·) in terms of the Taylor
expansion of Ñ(·), i.e.,

N̂(y) = Ñ(ϑ) − (y − ϑ)Ñ (1)(ϑ) + (y − ϑ)2

2 Ñ (2)(ζ) (24)

where ζ = ζ(y) in the remainder is a real number between ϑ and y.
Noticing that, by construction, Ñ(ϑ) = N , and taking the expectation on both sides

of (24) w.r.t. y yields then

E

[
N̂
]

= N + c1

M
Ñ (1)(ϑ) + c2

2M2 Ñ (2)(ζ) (25)

with
ck := Mk

E

[
(y − ϑ)k

]
(26)

and
c1 = 0, c2 = Mϑ(1 − ϑ). (27)

We thus recover the assertion by considering that the derivatives Ñ (k)(ϑ) are continuous
in the compact [0, 1], and that the coefficients ck are finite. �

To assess the role of the term O(1/M) in (21) and of the derivative of the bias appearing
in the C-R bound (5) we plot in Figures 1 and 2 numerical evaluations of the interested
quantities computed through an opportune Monte Carlo (MC) scheme.

Proposition 6 For all 1 ≤ N ≤ Nmax,

var
(
N̂
)

≤ 1 − θN

MθN(ln θ)2 + O
( 1

M2

)
= (I (N ; θ))−1 + O

( 1
M2

) (28)
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Figure 1: MC evaluation (106 runs for each θ) of the relative error mean of N̂ for
Nmax = 2000 and different values of N, M and θ.
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Figure 2: MC evaluation (108 runs for each θ) of the derivative of the bias appearing in
the C-R bound (5).
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Figure 3: In solid lines, the MC evaluation (106 runs for each θ) of the relative error
variance of N̂ for Nmax = 2000 and different values of N, M and θ. The dashed lines
correspond to the first term in the right-hand side of (28).
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Proof: Reasonings similar to the proof of Proposition 5 provide a lower bound on E

[
N̂
]
,

an upper bound on E

[
N̂2
]
, and thus inequality (28) through the equivalence

var
(
N̂
)

= E

[
N̂2
]

− E

[
N̂
]2

. (29)

�
To assess the role of the term O(1/M2) in (28) we plot in Figure 3 both numerical

evaluations of the performance index var
(
N̂/N

)
and the inverse of the FI, i.e., I (N ; θ)−1,

in (11). Together, the Figures 2 and 3 show that the actual variance of the novel estimator
N̂ practically reaches the C-R bound (5).

Remark 7 We stress that the statistical performance of N̂ (y) reported in Propositions 5
and 6 do not depend on the precise communication topology. Indeed, different topologies
lead just to different convergence times and not different statistics on the estimate.

7 Simulations
Here we corroborate the characterization reported in Propositions 5 and 6 through a
numerical analysis. Specifically, we compare the estimator N̂ (y) in (18) against other
estimation strategies with equivalent convergence times and bounded memory require-
ments. To this aim we consider synthetic networks with variable sizes and study how
the performance of N̂ compares against the max-consensus based estimator considered
in [20, 22, 27, 4]. This estimator, here called Nuni, can be implemented on top of the
synchronous framework of Section 3 through the following specifics (c.f. also the general
discussion of Section 3):

i) every i-th agent initializes a local vector wi =
[
wi,1 . . . wi,K

]
∈ R

K by extracting
a K-sample from the uniform distribution U [0, 1];

ii) agents distributedly aggregate K maxima entry-wise (rather then bit-wise). The
consensus vector resulting from this process is denoted by

w =
[
w1, . . . , wK

]
, wk = max

1≤i≤N
{wi,k} . (30)

iii) agents locally compute the ML estimator of N given w through

Nuni = Nuni(w) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if χ(w) ≤ 1
χ(w) if 1 < χ(w) < Nmax

Nmax otherwise
(31)

where
χ(w) := K − 1

−∑k ln wk

. (32)
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It is known that if the above estimator relies on r.v.s wi,k with absolutely continuous
distributions then it is irrelevant from which exact absolutely continuous distributions one
extracts [20, Prop. 7]. E.g., sampling a Gaussian distribution would lead to an alternative
estimator with the same statistical performance of Nuni. Moreover, assuming Nmax = +∞
leads to [20, Eq. (9)]

var (Nuni) = N2

K − 2 , ∀ N. (33)

We then notice that the literature dedicated to (31) neglects addressing the problem of
how to optimally encode each wi,k with a finite number of bits. Nonetheless, to compare
N̂ and Nuni in terms of estimation performance vs. memory usage we should address this
issue. Since at the best of our knowledge there is currently no dedicated literature on
this problem, we consider the most simple (and most unfair to N̂) comparison approach,
namely we evaluate the performance of Nuni without considering any quantization effects.

Specifically, to compare the statistical performance of N̂ against Nuni we:
1. assume that N̂ uses M bits;

2. consider several versions of Nuni, denoted with N
(b)
uni for b = 2, 3, . . . and with b

denoting how many bits one would use to encode a single wk in (30). This means
that the generic N

(b)
uni uses K = �M/b� different wk’s – but at the same time we

consider these wk’s as non-quantized. In other words, we let N
(b)
uni operate on

more scalars as b decreases but then we completely discard the negative effects of
quantization and let N

(b)
uni exploit absolutely continuous r.v.s..

We thus computed numerically the performance of N̂ and of the various N
(b)
uni, and

then compared them graphically in Figure 4. By construction, both estimators converge
at the same time and ideally require the same communication resources; the metric used
to compare the two strategies is the variance of the relative estimation error.

The figure highlights an interesting numerical result: for any b, N̂ has smaller error
variance than N

(b)
uni when N is large, while it performs worse when N is small. This suggests

that there may be a size N , possibly function of Nmax, M and b, for which if N > N then
using N̂ leads to smaller error variances, while if N < N then it is better to use N

(b)
uni.

This intuition is motivated by the following argument: selecting θ = θ∗ as in (8),
neglecting the term O(1/M2) in (28) (cf. Figure 3), and equating the approximated
var

(
N̂
)

to var
(
N

(b)
uni

)
in (33) (with K = �M/b� ≈ M/b) leads to an identity of the form

α−(N/Nmax) − 1
(N/Nmax)2 = (ln α)2 Mb

M − 2b
(34)

where the left-hand side of the equation is strictly decreasing in N , while the right-hand
side is constant. The rule-of-thumb (34) would then confirm that for each Nmax, M and
b there exists a value N for which if N < N then N

(b)
uni performs better, while if N > N

then N̂ does.
Nonetheless, we stress that both in our simulations in Figure 4 and in the reasoning

that led to (34), only N̂ considers the quantized nature of y, while the various N
(b)
uni do

not. We thus expect that actual implementations of N
(b)
uni will perform worse then what is

shown, i.e., that the variance var
(
N

(b)
uni

)
in (33) represents a lower bound on the attainable

performance of actual implementations of N
(b)
uni.
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Figure 4: MC evaluation (106 runs for point) of the statistical performance of N̂ and N
(b)
uni

for Nmax = 2000 and different values of M, N . N
(b)
uni denotes the estimator Nuni when the

number of real scalars wi,k stored at the i-th node is K = �M/b�.
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8 Conclusions
We aimed at improving the effectiveness of topology inference techniques that aggregate
information using max-consensus schemes, starting from the consideration that agents
exchange information that is intrinsically quantized. We thus departed from the literature,
that usually analyzes schemes based on lexicographic max-consensus operations, and
considered strategies that are based on bitwise max-operations.

In particular, we considered frequentist assumptions on the estimand (i.e., we considered
the estimand network size N to be a deterministic, unknown but fixed quantity) and
then characterized that particular estimation scheme where each bit of the information
generated during the initialization of the algorithm is generated independently. We notice
that the frequentist assumption is fundamental for our discoveries, since it leads to design
the information generation scheme so that the final a-consensus quantity has maximal
Fisher information content – a property that we found to hold when each bit is generated
as an i.i.d. Bernoulli trial.

Characterizing the resulting estimation scheme in terms of its statistical performance
shows then what we consider being the major contribution of this manuscript: bitwise
max-operations are meaningful to build practical estimators, since their MSE is often
favorable against the MSEs of estimators based on lexicographic computations of maxima
(given the same number of bits exchanged during the consensus protocol). Nonetheless the
bitwise scheme seems to be not always favorable, since lexicographic strategies potentially
perform better for small network sizes N .

Our major result thus opens more questions than how many it closes: first of all, it calls
for a precise analytical characterization of when bitwise-max strategies are better than
lexicographic ones. Moreover, it calls for exploring also Bayesian approaches, where the
estimand N is assumed to be a r.v. with its own prior distribution. Indeed we noticed that
having a good initial guess of the estimand N can be exploited to direct the generation of
the initial information, and leads to final estimates with better statistical indexes. Bayesian
scenarios are also intrinsically connected to practical situations, e.g., when estimation
rounds are continuously repeated for network monitoring purposes so that information on
the estimand is accumulated from one step to the next one.
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Average consensus via max consensus
Riccardo Lucchese and Damiano Varagnolo

Abstract: Since intuition states that it is simple and fast to compute maxima over
networks, we aim at understanding the limits of computing averages over networks through
computing maxima. We thus build on top of max-consensus based networks’ cardinality
estimation protocols a novel estimation strategy that infers averages through computing
maxima of opportunely and locally generated random initial conditions. We motivate the
max-consensus strategy explaining why it satisfies practical requirements, we characterize
completely its statistical properties, and we analyze when and under which conditions it
performs favorably against classical linear consensus strategies in static Cayley graphs.

1 Introduction
Assume that each node i = 1, . . . , n of a sensor network samples a noisy measurement

yi = hT
i θ + νi (1)

with hi known and θ to be estimated. Distributedly computing the Least Squares (LS)
estimate of θ corresponds then to evaluating

θ̂ =
(

1
n

n∑
i=1

hih
T
i

)−1 ( 1
n

n∑
i=1

hiyi

)
, (2)

i.e., a ratio of averages of local quantities.
(2) exemplifies how certain distributed task can be solved by computing averages over

networks: quoting the survey [1], many control, optimization and estimation problems
such as least squares, sensor calibration, vehicle coordination and Kalman filtering can
be cast as the computation of some sort of averages. In other words, average consensus
represents an important tool for solving distributed tasks.

The performance of average consensus algorithms is often measured in convergence
speed, i.e., the number of communication steps required to reach an agreement [2]. Indeed,
the longer it takes to solve (2), the older the original information will be. There is thus
a vast effort in developing “fast” average consensus strategies with provable convergence
properties. Here we follow this trend, and try to understand to which extent max consensus
protocols (among the fastest consensus strategies in the sense specified in Section 3) can
be used for computing averages over networks.

Literature review: Let each node i = 1, . . . , n of the network have an initial value si

in its memory, and assume that the aim of the nodes is to compute

a := 1
n

n∑
i=1

si = s

n
, s :=

n∑
i=1

si. (3)
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The most well known and characterized average consensus approach is that of performing
linear iterations of the form⎡⎢⎢⎣

a1(k + 1)
...

an(k + 1)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ = P (k)

⎡⎢⎢⎣
a1(k)

...
an(k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,

⎡⎢⎢⎣
a1(0)

...
an(0)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
s1
...

sn

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (4)

with matrices P (k) consistent with the underlying graph and capturing how nodes ex-
change and mix their information [1]. The convergence properties of (4) depend on the
spectral properties of the P (k)s [3], and thus on the communication topology. When
the communications network can be designed, then the optimal strategy is given by a de
Bruijn graph [4]. When, instead, it is given, then (for static graphs) the P (k) = P leading
to the fastest convergence is the solution to an opportune semidefinite program [5].

Our approach to compute a in (3) is based on a different premise: instead of aggregating
information through sums, we consider max-operations. Here, we first propose a max-
consensus based strategy and then compare it with (4). At the best of our knowledge, there
is no literature addressing these two points, while there are manuscripts describing how to
compute n (and, potentially, also s) using max-operations. When quantization issues are
negligible, the problem of estimating the network cardinality n through max-consensus
protocols is completely solved [6]. We are, however, not aware of generalizations for
estimating a, and not aware of solutions to estimating the cardinality n when quantization
issues are considered (a first partial attempt is in [7]).

We notice that the max-consensus strategies cited above are not perfect counting
mechanisms. Coupling a max-consensus-based leader election step with the classical
average consensus would in fact lead to perfect counting (assuming that the leader election
task terminates correctly) [8]. Nonetheless this hybrid approach has slower convergence
properties (a max consensus step is followed by an average consensus step). We also
notice that an alternative strategy for estimating averages is to exploit sampling-based
approaches, i.e., averaging only a subset of the n original numbers s1, . . . , sn; the quality
of this approximation depends then on the empirical distribution of these quantities [9].

Assumptions: Here we summarize our simplifying assumptions, omitting for brevity
some basic graph-theoretic definitions (deferred to [1]).

Assumption 1 The network is represented by a static strongly connected graph G = (V , E)
with V = {1, . . . , n} being the set of nodes and E the set of communication links.

Assumption 2 Time is partitioned into ordered intervals indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each
referred to as an “epoch”. During each epoch, randomly, uniformly and i.i.d. during the
epoch, each agent i in the network broadcasts its information to all its neighbors through a
perfect channel (i.e., without collisions, delays, communication errors).

Assumption 3 Computations are free of quantization issues.

Assumption 4 The quantities si are all strictly positive.
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Problem definition: Given the previous assumptions, nodes can compute m := maxn
i=1 {si}

through iterations of the kind

si(k) = max
(
si(k − 1), {sj(k − 1)}j∈Ni

)
, si(0) = si, (5)

with Ni denoting the set of neighbors of i. Protocol (5) converges to m in at most
d epochs, with d the diameter of the network (notice that d can be estimated using
the very same protocol [10]). In fact, the maximum m is different from the average a;
nonetheless, as explained in Section 2, it is possible to modify the initial condition in (5)
so that the resulting m conveys statistical information about a, eventually allowing one to
compute a Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate â of a from m. Moreover one can improve
the statistical accuracy of â by sending more information per communication step (see
Section 2).

Consider instead the classical linear average consensus protocol (4) where P (k) = P ,
consistent with the network graph and doubly stochastic, i.e., with non-negative entries
and s.t. if 11 is a column vector of n ones then P1 = 1, P T1 = 1. With these assumptions,
protocol (4) exponentially converges to a with rate equal to the essential spectral radius
of P [1, Theorem 1].

Thus:

• the average consensus converges exponentially to a;

• the max consensus converges in d steps to â �= a, and the estimation error can be
diminished by increasing the number of scalars sent per communication step.

Choosing the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as our performance index (i.e., the sum of the
squares of the local deviations from a at the generic epoch k), under certain conditions
(on P , on s1, . . . , sn, on the number of scalars used in the max consensus and others; see
Section 2), the max-consensus based strategy may lead to better MSEs. Here, we are
interested in studying when this happens.

Statement of contributions: Our contributions are:

1. derive (32), i.e., a max-consensus based ML estimator of a, and fully characterize its
statistical properties in (37) and (38);

2. motivate estimator (32) as the unique possible strategy under the framework described
in Section 3;

3. characterize when, and under which conditions, estimator (32) performs better
(in MSEs terms) than the average-consensus strategy (4) when considering Cayley
graphs.

Structure of the manuscript: Section 2 presents the estimation strategy and charac-
terizes it from statistical perspectives. Section 3 motivates the structure of the proposed
protocol from practical considerations. Section 4 compares the performance of the novel
estimator with the average-consensus strategy. Section 5 concludes the manuscript with
some remarks and a roadmap for future research.
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2 Max Averaging
We introduce and characterize an unbiased estimator of the average a = s/n = sn−1 in (3)
by means of the following 3 subsections, defining respectively a ML estimator for n−1

(Section 2.1), for s (Section 2.2), and for a (Section 2.3).

2.1 Estimating n−1

Estimating the size of a network n has been a research topic for long. In our set-up we are
interested in performing this task through max-consensus strategies under the assumption
of negligible quantization effects. I.e., we assume that the memory of the generic agent i
is endowed with the Mn-dimensional vector

yi =
[
yi,1 . . . yi,Mn

]
∈ R

Mn (6)

where each component is a real-valued scalar initialized at the origin of time as

yi,m ∼ U [0, 1] i.i.d., i = 1, . . . , n, m = 1, . . . , Mn, (7)

and where the max-consensus communication protocol is such that for every communication
epoch (cf. Assumption 2) every node updates its yi,m’s for m = 1, . . . , Mn as

yi,m ← max
j∈Ni

(
{yj,m} , yi,m

)
(8)

so that, after at most d epochs, every yi,m converges to

ym := max
j∈V

{yj,m} , m = 1, . . . , Mn. (9)

Let then
y := [y1, . . . , yMn ] . (10)

Using order-statistics considerations it is immediate to check that

p (y ; n) = nMn

Mn∏
m=1

(
ym

)n−1
, (11)

so that the ML estimator of n−1 given y is

n̂−1 = n̂−1(y) := − 1
Mn

Mn∑
m=1

log ym. (12)

This estimator, fully characterized in [6], has a probability distribution expressible in
closed-form. Indeed each variable − log (ym) is exponentially distributed with rate n;
moreover the sum of Mn i.i.d. exponential random variables with rate n is a Gamma
random variable with shape Mn and scale n−1. n̂−1 is thus a scaled version of this sum of
exponential r.v.s

p
(
n̂−1 ; n, Mn

)
= Gamma

(
Mn, (nMn)−1

)
(13)
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(Mn is the shape, (nMn)−1 is the scale) such that, for Mn > 2,

E

[
n̂−1

]
= n−1, (14)

E

⎡⎢⎣
⎛⎝n−1 − n̂−1

n−1

⎞⎠2
⎤⎥⎦ = var

⎛⎝ n̂−1

n−1

⎞⎠ = 1
Mn

. (15)

Interestingly, n̂−1 is Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU), i.e., efficient and it achieves its
Cramér-Rao lower bound.

Remark 8 Generating yi,m in (7) using distributions other than the uniform does not
lead to better statistical performance. Indeed by using the probability integral transform
it is possible to show that generating yi,m using any cumulative distribution P(·) that is
absolutely continuous (the natural choice for the case considered here, where we neglect
quantization issues) leads to an estimator of the form

n̂−1 = n̂−1(y) := − 1
Mn

Mn∑
m=1

log P(ym). (16)

The novel estimator would have the same probability density of n̂−1 given in (13) [6,
Prop. 7], and thus be statistically equivalent to the original one.

2.2 Estimating s

Estimating s = ∑n
i=1 si can be seen as a generalization of estimating n = ∑n

i=1 1, i.e., as
a weighted cardinality estimation problem. In this case assume that the memory of the
generic agent i is endowed with the Ms-dimensional vector

zi =
[
zi,1 . . . zi,Ms

]
∈ R

Ms (17)

where each component is a real-valued scalar. Exploiting the fact that Beta distributions
are generalizations of uniform distributions, namely,

u ∼ U [0, 1] ⇒ u1/s ∼ Beta (s, 1) ⇒ Beta (1, 1) = U [0, 1] , (18)

we now consider the initialization of the components zi,m at the origin of time as

zi,m ∼ Beta (si, 1) i.i.d., i = 1, . . . , n, m = 1, . . . , Ms. (19)

We thus consider the same max-consensus communication protocol as before, i.e., for each
epoch every node updates every zi,m for m = 1, . . . , Ms as

zi,m ← max
j∈Ni

(
{zj,m} , zi,m

)
(20)

so that, after d epochs, every zi,m converges to

zm := nmax
j=1

{zj,m} , m = 1, . . . , Ms. (21)
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Importantly, [11, Lemma 1] ensures that

zm ∼ Beta
(

n∑
i=1

si, 1
)

= Beta (s, 1) . (22)

Let then
z := [z1, . . . , zMs ] . (23)

Since
p (zm ; n) = 1

B (s, 1)zs−1
m = szs−1

m (24)

where B (·, ·) is the Beta function, it follows that

p (z ; s) = sMs

Ms∏
m=1

(
zm

)s−1
, (25)

so that the ML estimator of s given z is structurally the inverse of (12), i.e.,

ŝML = ŝML(z) := Ms

−∑Ms
m=1 log zm

. (26)

Since the ML estimator ŝML is biased (see, e.g., [6, Sec. III]), we introduce its unbiased
version

ŝ = ŝ(z) := Ms − 1
−∑Ms

m=1 log zm

. (27)

ŝ shares similar properties with n̂−1:

p (ŝ ; s, Ms) = Inv − Gamma (Ms, s(Ms − 1)) (28)

from which it follows, for Ms > 2,
E [ŝ] = s, (29)

E

[(
s − ŝ

s

)2]
= var

(
ŝ

s

)
= 1

Ms − 2 . (30)

Remark 8 is valid also for ŝ; i.e., generating zi,m using other absolutely continuous
cumulative distributions rather than the uniform one does not lead to performance
improvements. Moreover ŝ exploits the same complete and sufficient statistic exploited by
n̂, and is thus MVU as well.

2.3 Estimating a

Having computed the ML estimators for n−1 and s is instrumental for computing the ML
estimator for the average a. Indeed, the ML estimator for a is the composition of the ML
estimators for s and n−1:

Lemma 7 Assume that the nodes have already reached consensus on y and z in (10)
and (23) respectively. Then

arg max
ã∈R

p (y, z ; ã) = ŝML(z)n̂−1(y). (31)
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The unbiased version of the ML estimator (31) is defined by

â = â(y, z) := ŝ(z)n̂−1(y). (32)

The proof of the unbiasedness of â exploits the independence of y and z (the latter being
inherited by the fact that the yi,m’s and the zi,m’s are independent, and the fact that we
are considering a frequentist approach where n and s are deterministic quantities). This
independence implies then (for Mn, Ms > 2)

E [â] = E [ŝ]E
[
n̂−1

]
= a (33)

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
= var

(
â

a

)

=
(

var
(

ŝ

s

)
+ 1

)⎛⎝var
⎛⎝ n̂−1

n−1

⎞⎠+ 1
⎞⎠− 1

= Mn + Ms − 1
Mn (Ms − 2) .

(34)

To reduce the notational burden, assume then Mn + Ms =: M to be bounded. The
natural choice for choosing Mn and Ms is then to minimize the Normalized Mean Squared
Error (NMSE):

Lemma 8 Given M > 4, let

(M∗
n, M∗

s ) := arg min
Mn,Ms∈N+

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
s.t. Mn + Ms = M.

(35)

Then
M∗

n =
⌊

M

2

⌋
− 1 M∗

s = M − M∗
n. (36)

For the rest of the manuscript assume that Mn and Ms have been chosen as in (36).
Then, the NMSE (34) reduces to (see Figure 1)

E

[(
a − â

a

)2]
= M − 1(⌊

M
2

⌋
− 1

) (⌈
M
2

⌉
− 1

)
= o

( 1
M

)
.

(37)

Moreover, considering that â results from the product of an inverse gamma variate with an
independent gamma variate, it follows that the distribution of â is given by [12, Lemma 2.1]

p (â ; a) = 1(
M∗

n

a(M∗
s − 1)

)M∗
s

B (M∗
s , M∗

n)
·

· âM∗
s −1(

1 + M∗
s − 1
M∗

n

aâ

)M

(38)
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As expected, Remark 8 is valid also for â; i.e., generating yi,m and zi,m using other
absolutely continuous cumulative distributions rather than the uniform one does not lead
to performance improvements. Moreover, since â exploits the statistics used by ŝ and n̂,
which are complete and sufficient for a, it immediately follows that â is also MVU.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

10−2

10−1

100

M

E

[ ( a
−

â

a

) 2]

Figure 1: Graphical representation of (37), the NMSE of the estimator â as a function of
the number of scalars M transmitted during each broadcast communication.

Remark 9 Max-consensus based averaging is naturally adapted to estimating generalized
averages such as

α

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

sα
i . (39)

In fact, given the a priori knowledge of the exponent α, the network can exploit our protocol
to distributedly generate information on the average n−1∑n

i=1 sα
i and then infer a ML

estimate of (39) as we discussed above.

3 Motivations
Motivated by practical considerations, we considered the following assumptions:

A1) nodes are peers running the same information aggregation primitives, and they are
not differentiated during their production process (by means, e.g., of an unique ID);

A2) time is critical, and we aim at understanding the achievable performance when the
estimate is computed as soon as the information is propagated once from every
node to every other node (i.e., in the case when the consensus is reached as soon as
possible);

A3) there is no prior information on the si;

A4) the number of communicated scalars is limited, to account for finite bandwidths.
(Yet we ignore quantization issues, to obtain a simplified description of trade-offs
that may be encountered in real world settings; the validity of these approximations
will have to be investigated in future works).
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We now motivate why these assumptions lead naturally to the proposed max-consensus
based algorithm.

First, Assumption A1, natural in a fully distributed context, suggests to use ran-
domized algorithms. Indeed, considering deterministic initial conditions (not depending
on the estimand) and deterministic aggregation mechanisms (again not depending on
the estimand) would imply a non identifiability of the average. Thus randomization
should act either on the initial conditions or/and in the aggregation mechanism. Since
randomized aggregation strategies would violate the convergence requirement stated in
Assumption A21, randomization should happen when initializing the nodes’ memories.

Moreover, Assumptions A2 and A3 suggest to use max-consensus protocols: indeed
the convergence requirement is satisfied only by order-statistics consensus protocols, that
compute the κ-th biggest (or smallest) element in the set {s1, . . . , sn}. An approach may
then be constructing and exchanging lists of the biggest / smallest si’s and then infer a
using L-estimators; but since we do not assume a prior on the si’s, the performance of these
estimators cannot be characterized. This leads to frequentist assumptions where random
variables are constructed from the si’s. Estimating sums using generic order-statistics on
these novel r.v.s leads then to asymptotically equivalent estimators [13]; we thus choose
here the simplest one, i.e., max consensus2.

Given that we consider max-consensus protocols, Assumption A4 finally implies that we
must estimate a through estimating both s and n in (3). Indeed, recalling (22), computing
maxima leads to Beta random variables with a parameter given by a sum. In other words,
only sums can be estimated from a Beta random variable derived from max-consensus
operations. It is then clear that the generic ratio s/n cannot be estimated directly by
using just one max consensus protocol: at least two parallel computations are needed and
this motivates the structure of our estimator.

4 Comparison
We now compare the performance of the average-consensus protocol (4) against the ones
of the max-consensus strategy (34) for Cayley graphs and different kinds conditions. We
start with a general discussion of the NMSE associated to protocol 4 in Section 4.1, a
general discussion on Cayley graphs in Section 4.2, and a comparison of the NMSEs of the
considered protocols for Cayley graphs in Section 4.2.

4.1 Characterization of protocol (4)
Let (4) be s.t. P (k) = P for every k, and let the spectrum of P be Λ = {1, λ2, . . . , λn},
with 1 ≥ |λ2| ≥ . . . ≥ |λn|. Let moreover the associated eigenvectors be 1/n, v2, . . . , vn,
normalized so that ‖vi‖2 = 1, i = 2, . . . , n. Consider then the notation s := [s1, . . . , sn]T
and a(k) := [a1(k), . . . , an(k)]T , so that (4) reduces to a(k) = Pa(k − 1), a(0) = s. With

1We omit treating formally this issue due to space constraints, and leave it for extensions of this paper.
The intuition is that if node j randomly modifies the information content of a message received by i, then
i should be informed back of these changes.

2We nonetheless notice that using generic order-statistic consensus strategies is better when the size of
the network is small [13].
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this notation, a = 1T s/n; we can thus define the NMSE associated to P and s at time k
as

NMSE (a(k)) := ‖a(k) − 1a‖2

‖1a‖2 = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
ai(k) − a

a

)2

.

The aim is then to compare NMSE (a(k)) with E

[(
a−â

a

)2
]

in (37), i.e., the average of
the local normalized squared errors induced by the average consensus in a generic epoch k
with the expected normalized squared error of the max consensus assuming that this has
converged (in other words, for k ≥ d).

Instrumental to this comparison, we decompose the vector s in two components, one
parallel to 1 and one orthogonal to it. I.e., we let

s = s‖ + s⊥, s‖ := 11T

n
s = 1a, s⊥ := s − s‖, (40)

so that, since P1=1,

a(k) = P ks = s‖ + P ks⊥ = 1a + P ks⊥. (41)

Thus, given the spectral decomposition of P ,

‖a(k) − 1a‖2 =
∥∥∥P ks⊥

∥∥∥2
=
∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
i=2

λk
i

(
vT

i s⊥) vi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

. (42)

Assume now that nodes start from a given “dissensus” level

‖s − 1a‖ = ϕ > 0, (43)

and that for simplicity s⊥ = ϕvi for an opportune i = 2, . . . , n. Thus

NMSE (a(k)) = ϕ2

na2 λ2k
i , (44)

i.e., the best convergence is achieved for s⊥ ‖ vn, while the worst is for s⊥ ‖ v2 (the very
well known fact that the convergence rate of (4) is asymptotically dominated by λ2, the
essential spectral radius of P ).

4.2 Essentials on Cayley graphs
We notice that the problem of selecting the P leading to the fastest convergence properties
can be framed in terms of an opportune semi-definite program [5]. Here, we focus on
Cayley graphs because of the availability of bounds on the essential spectral radius of the
P associated to a generic graph in this class [3].

We recall that a Cayley graph G(X, S), where X is a finite Abelian group of order
‖X‖ = n and S ⊆ X, is a graph with vertex set V = G and edge set E = {(x1, x2) ∈
X × X : x1 − x2 ∈ S}. If S generates X then G(X, S) is strongly connected. If S contains
all the inverses of its elements then the associated Cayley graph is undirected. A matrix P
is then called a Cayley matrix if there exists a function π : G �→ R such that [Pij] = π(i−j)
(with i and j denoting both the i-th and j-th element of X respectively and the i-th row
and j-th column of P ). A stochastic Cayley matrix P is also doubly stochastic, i.e., P1=1

implies 1T P = 1T . An important result is the following (tight) bound [3]:
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Theorem 2 Let X be a finite Abelian group of order n and S be a subgroup of G containing
zero. Then there exists a positive constant c ≤ 2π2, independent of X and S, such that for
all stochastic P consistent with G(X, S) there holds

ρ(P ) ≥ 1 − c

n2/(‖S‖−1) , (45)

with ρ(·) : Rn×n �→ R being the essential spectral radius.

This means that even if P has an optimal ρ(P ), then its slowest mode of convergence cannot
be faster than a certain quantity depending on the size and the number of communication
links of the network.

Then, as long the analysis is restricted to the slowest mode of convergence, since (37)
is bounded above by 4/(M − 2), Theorem 2 and (44) give the sufficient condition

M ≥ 4na2

ϕ2

(
1 − 2π

n2/(‖S‖−1)

)−2d

+ 2 (46)

ensuring for which M the NMSE of the max-consensus strategy is better than the one of
the classical average consensus protocol.

4.3 An example
Consider the group X = Zn, the generators S = {0, 1}, and the associated Cayley graph
G(X, S). For this network it can be shown that the optimal P in given by

Pi,j =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2 ∀ (i, j) ∈ E

0 otherwise.
(47)

and thus the essential spectral radius is

ρ(P ) =
(1

2 + 1
2 cos

(2π

n

))1/2
. (48)

The NMSE performance of averaging through our max- and average- consensus protocols
for this network are compared in Figure 2.

5 Concluding remarks
Averaging over networks is a basic tool for distributed computations. In practice, it
is important that averaging protocols have fast dynamics and it is thus interesting to
study how averaging can be implemented on top of fast aggregation schemes such as max
consensus.

The possibility of estimating networks cardinalities with max consensus protocols is
suggestive of the possibility of estimating averages using max operations. To the best of
our knowledge, here we formally propose a novel mechanism (stemming from the specific
assumptions considered in Section 3) for estimating averages on top of the aggregation
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Figure 2: Graphical comparison of the NMSE in (44) against (34) for the network with
Cayley graph of Section 4.3, n = 1000 and for different values of the initial dissensus ϕ2

na2

and the number of scalars M .

maxima. We characterized the statistical performance of the novel estimator and started
considering when it performs better than linear consensus strategies.

Unfortunately, due to the lack of tight bounds describing the essential spectral radius
of a generic average consensus matrix P , it proves difficult to solve the problem of selecting
the best performing strategy. Instead, we derived a characterization for Cayley graphs,
obtaining (46), i.e., an analytical sufficient condition ensuring when the performance of
averaging via max-consensus are better then those of the classical average consensus in
terms of the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) (assuming the worst case dynamics).
As expected, there is no uniformly-better strategy: depending on the initial condition,
either the first or the latter wins.

There are several open questions to be studied: first, how the estimator is affected by
quantization effects; second, how the sufficient condition (46) translates for more general
graphs; and third, how a Bayesian prior on the si’s can be encoded in the estimation
strategy.
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A tight bound on the Bernoulli trials network size
estimator

Riccardo Lucchese and Damiano Varagnolo

Abstract: We consider the problem of finding exact statistical characterizations of the
Bernoulli trials network size estimator, a simple algorithm for distributedly counting the
number of agents in an anonymous communication network for which the probability of
committing estimation errors scales down exponentially with the amount of information
exchanged by the agents. The estimator works by cascading a local, randomized, voting
step (i.e., the i.i.d. generation of some Bernoulli trials) with an average consensus on these
votes. We derive a tight upper bound on the probability that this strategy leads to an
incorrect estimate, and refine the offline procedure for selecting the Bernoulli trials success
rate.

1 Introduction
Distributed algorithms for computing sums over networks are basic tools instrumental for
performing other operations such as distributed estimation and optimization tasks. Here
we consider the problem of distributedly counting the number of agents in a network. This
is at the same time a prototypical summation problem and an essential task when there is
the need of transforming distributed sums in distributed averages and vice-versa [1].

Being interested in generality, we consider computation in anonymous networks, i.e., in
frameworks where agents are not ensured to have unique IDs. We then seek for networks
size estimation algorithms that do not assume agents to be able to uniquely identify
their peers. This setting implies that the set of distributedly computable functions is
limited [2, 3], that there is no size estimation algorithm with average limited computational
complexity that can provide correct estimates with probability one [4], and thus that
scalable size estimators are non-deterministic functions of the true network size.

The algorithms addressing the size estimation problem in anonymous networks fall
into three main classes: random walks, sampling methods and consensus methods, as the
following literature review highlights.

Literature on the network size estimation problem in anonymous networks:
in random walk schemes a token is exchanged in a random way between active agents.
The time-of-return, i.e., the time interval between two consecutive passages of the token at
the same agent, can be shown to be statistically dependent with the network size and thus
can be used for statical inference. In a variant, the token is endowed with a counter which
is decremented at each hop; then the statistical information is provided by the token’s
time-to-vanish (see, e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8]). These algorithms are not parallelized, i.e., agents do
not perform simultaneously the same logical operations: It is only a subset of the agents
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that will eventually have to infer an estimate that then needs to be flooded to the network.
In sampling methods a master marks a (random) subset of the active agents, e.g., by

randomly assigning them some IDs [9]. In some schemes these markings are eventually
propagated throughout the network. The master can then draw an estimate of the network
size by querying a subset of the network asking whether they own a certain mark or not.
As for the previous class, also these algorithms are not parallelized.

Consensus based methods are instead parallelized, and moreover let all the agents
share the same result when the algorithm terminates. In these methods each agent in the
network starts by generating a local vector of data by sampling from a common probability
distribution. Then the network computes a function of these initial values by iterating
some consensus operations. The key idea is that the outcome of consensus is statistically
dependent with the network size and can be used in a statistical inference procedure.
Consensus based methods can be categorized in:

• max consensus based methods [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], that exhibit fast convergence
times (being based on computing symmetric and idempotent functions of the initial
values) at the cost of a Mean Squared Error (MSE) that decays quadratically with
the amount of information exchanged by agents;

• average consensus based methods [17, 18], with a MSE that decays exponentially
with the amount of exchanged information at the cost of a slower convergence time
(being based on computing averages over networks).

Literature on the average consensus based network size estimation algorithms
we consider a scenario where agents are peers, and seek for parallelized algorithms, and
also where the statistical accuracy of the estimates is more important than the convergence
time of the algorithm. This shrinks our field to a specific subset of works, where two
prominent ones are [19] and [20]. [19] exploits system identification notions for Linear
Time-Invariant (LTI) systems: the network’s size is indeed inferred from the order of an
opportunely defined discrete-time linear system that is distributedly run by the network.

[20] instead proposes the following strategy:

1. distributedly elect a leader, say agent l ∈ {1, . . . , S};

2. let the leader l set its initial condition as xl(0) = 1, and all the remaining agents
i �= l, i ∈ {1, . . . , S} as xi(0) = 0;

3. let the agents distributedly compute xave = 1
S

∑S
i=1 xi(0) using one of any average

consensus algorithms in the literature.

As soon as the leader election step is performed correctly, this simple strategy leads to
xave = 1

S
, i.e., the inverse of the estimand.

As shown in [18], and as explained in more details in Section 3, this strategy can be
modified so as to not require electing a leader; The cost is however that of a slightly
different mechanism for generating the initial conditions, and a different strategy for
computing the final estimate that connects to the Newton-Pepys problem [21]. This
algorithm, called the Bernoulli trials based size estimator, requires less implementation
efforts (i.e., no leader election steps), but more communication efforts. Indeed agents
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need to generate M Bernoulli trials with success probability p in parallel, and perform
average consensus on these trials (with M a complexity parameter that trades off the
accuracy and the communication bandwidth of the algorithm). The empirical results
in [18] suggest to choose p in the interval [0.15, 0.85], and offer a non-tight characterization
of the performance of the estimator in terms of its error probability.

Statement of contributions We specifically consider the Bernoulli trials based esti-
mator, and complete its statistical characterization by finding a tight bound for its error
probability and an exact strategy for tuning the parameter p. We show that the best
Bernoulli parameter p is 0.5 when the network size S is a power of two, and more in
general that the probability of errors is bounded above by the number of distinct primes
in the prime factorization of S times 0.5M .

Organization of the manuscript Section 2 specifies our distributed framework. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the Bernoulli trials based algorithm and its previous characterization.
Section 4 presents a novel statistical characterization of the algorithm. Section 5 exploits
the novel characterization to find the results described in the statement of contributions.
Section 6 discusses some implementation notes. Section 7 then concludes with some
remarks and future research directions.

2 Computational model
We consider anonymous and privacy preserving networks, i.e., that framework where
distributed computations do not involve the exchange of identifying information and that
do not rely on assumptions of a priori and shared knowledge of global topological properties
of the network [22, 23, 3].

We then consider strongly-connected, undirected, static networks that can be modeled
with a time-constant graph G = (N , E), where N ⊂ N

+ is the set of agents, and E ⊂ N 2

is the set of undirected edges such that (i, j) ∈ E if agent i and agent j can communicate
directly. The true size of the network, S = |N |, is a deterministic quantity that is unknown
to the network’s agents.

Moreover we assume that agents are endowed with sufficient memory and computational
resources, and that they are capable of distributedly computing averages over the network,
e.g., as in [24, 25, 26].

Notice that the time-constant graphs assumptions may be relaxed at the cost of a more
complex notation. Since we aim at describing the properties of the algorithm rather than
presenting implementation details, we choose the framework leading to a simpler notation
(and the same levels of understanding).

3 The Bernoulli-trials based size estimator under perfect computa-
tions assumptions

Assume to have an average consensus protocol that yields the correct answer in finite time.
In this framework, the size estimation algorithm reads as follows:
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Symbol Description
i agent index
S total number of agents
M number of memory entries at each agent
m memory entry index
y(i)

m m-th memory entry of agent i
p success probability of the Bernoulli trial y(i)

m

ym
∑

i y(i)
m

fm
ym

S

σm, πm coprime representation of fm = ym

S
= σm

πm

Ŝ ML estimate of S; Ŝ = LCM (π1, . . . , πM)
primes(S) the set of distinct prime numbers in the prime factorization of a generic S ∈ N

+

ν, γν prime factors and their multiplicity in S = 2γ23γ35γ5 · · · = ∏
ν∈primes(S)νγν

ν, γm
ν prime factors and their multiplicity in πm = 2γm

2 3γm
3 5γm

5 · · · = ∏
ν∈primes(S)νγm

ν

ν, γ̂ν prime factors and their multiplicity in Ŝ = 2γ̂23γ̂35γ̂5 · · · = ∏
ν∈primes(S)ν γ̂ν

| and � | operators divides and does not divide (e.g., 2 | 4, while 3 � | 4)

Table 1: Notation and most important formulas used throughout the manuscript.
i) (initialization) every agent i avails of a local memory y(i) composed of M entries

y
(i)
1 , . . . , y

(i)
M . Each entry encodes a real number. The initialization of the memories

is performed in a randomized fashion: the m-th entry y(i)
m of memory y(i) is set up

as an i.i.d. Bernoulli trial with success probability p, i.e.,

y(i)
m =

{
1 with probability p
0 with probability 1 − p

(1)

for every agent i = 1, . . . , S and memory entry m = 1, . . . , M ;

ii) (information sharing) the network of agents reaches (entry-wise) average consensus
on the M sets of m-th entries {y(1)

m , . . . , y(N)
m }, obtaining the sample averages

fm =̇ ym

S
, (2)

where
ym =̇

∑
i∈N

y(i)
m , m = 1, . . . , M. (3)

Here, ym counts the number of successful y(i)
m generated during the initialization

step (1) as i varies in 1, . . . , S. The product fmS is then the sum of S independent
Bernoulli trials and has a binomial distribution with parameters p and S. It follows
that

P [fm ; S] =⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(

S

fmS

)
pfmS(1 − p)S−fmS if fmS ∈ {0, 1, . . . , S}

0 otherwise.

(4)
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Moreover, since the initial setup of the memories y(i)
m and the computation of the

averages fm in (2) is performed entry-wise, the various f1, . . . , fM are statistically
independent, i.e.,

P [f1, . . . , fM ; S] =
M∏

m=1
P [fm ; S] . (5)

Notice that the average consensus step of the algorithm terminates when every agent
in the network has a local copy of the M sample averages in (2).

iii) (estimation) given the outcomes f1, . . . , fM do, locally, at each agent:

(a) for each m = 1, . . . , M , compute the coprime fractional representation of fm,
i.e., find two integers σm and πm such that

fm = σm

πm

, σm, πm coprime (6)

with the convention that πm = 1 if fm = 0;
(b) estimate S as

Ŝ =̇ LCM (π1, . . . , πM) (7)

where LCM (·) denotes the Least Common Multiple of the arguments.

We stress that in our distributed framework the number of observed averages M and
the Bernoulli parameter p are user-defined parameters tunable by the designer, while S is
the deterministic but unknown variable that is to be estimated. Moreover, since we aim
at letting all agents share the same final estimate, we disregard that information that is
available only locally and study a Maximum Likelihood (ML) inference tool that exploits
globally shared quantities, namely the known parameters and the averages f1, . . . , fM .

Example 4 An intuitive explanation of how the estimation algorithm works is the fol-
lowing: Assume for now that M = 1, i.e., agents compute only one sample of the
distribution (4)

f1 = y1

S
= σ1

π1
(8)

where:

• y1 is the total number of successful Bernoulli trials y
(i)
1 ;

• S is the true number of agents in the network;

• σ1/π1 is the coprime representation of f1.

Consider then the specific realization of Figure 1 where there are S = 6 agents and only
two of the six Bernoulli trials drawn at initialization are successful, i.e, y1 = ∑

i y
(i)
1 = 2.

Then f1 = 2
6 = 1

3 and thus, in particular, σ1 = 1, π1 = 3 and Ŝ = 3 is the estimated
network size.
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1 y
(1)
1 = 0
y

(1)
2 = 1

2

y
(2)
1 = 1
y

(2)
2 = 1

3

y
(3)
1 = 0
y

(3)
2 = 0

4y
(4)
1 = 1
y

(4)
2 = 0

5

y
(5)
1 = 0
y

(5)
2 = 1

6

y
(6)
1 = 0
y

(6)
2 = 0

Figure 1: A ring network comprising S = 6 agents endowed with 2D memories, i.e., we
consider the case where M = 2. The depicted realization of the initialization step in (1)
shows that exactly y1 = 2 and y2 = 3 of the MS = 12 Bernoulli trials were successful.
Remark 10 Example 4 can also be used to understand how the Bernoulli trials size esti-
mation algorithm generalizes the leader-election strategy proposed in [20] and summarized
in the introduction. The leader election step in [20] indeed is useful to guarantee that only
the leader l sets its y

(l)
1 = 1, while the remaining agents will have y

(i)
1 = 0 so that y1 = 1

and thus Ŝ = S. Broadly speaking, the Bernoulli trial strategy trades the global leader
election step in [20] with a local initialization step based on randomized voting.

Formal results ensure that Ŝ = 3 in Example 4 is the ML estimator of S:

Lemma 9 ([27, 18, 21]) The support of the likelihood

�
(
S ; f1

)
=̇P

[
f1 ; S

]
(f1 fixed, S variable)

is the unbounded set {
kπ1 : k ∈ N

+, f1 = σ1

π1
with σ1, π1 coprime

}
. (9)

Moreover the simplest hypothesis is most likely

� (π1 ; f1) ≥ � (kπ1 ; f1) ∀k ∈ N
+. (10)

The implications of Lemma 9 are the following:

Example 5 Consider again Example 4 where S = 6 and the agents generate two successful
Bernoulli trials. Then 3, 6, 9, . . . are all valid hypotheses, since these are network sizes for
which the observation fm = 1/3 is a priori plausible; nonetheless 3 is the most statistically
likely one. Moreover, 3 is also the smallest network size (or the simplest hypothesis)
complying with the observation fm = 1/3: An example of Occam’s razor.
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Example 6 Assume M > 1. Then for every sample average fm, m = 1, . . . , M , one has

fm = ym/S = σm/πm (11)

where:

• ym is the total number of successful Bernoulli trials y(i)
m for the given m;

• S is the true number of agents in the network;

• σm/πm is the coprime representation of fm.

For instance, a network of S = 6 agents may generate y1 = 2 and y2 = 3 as in Figure 1.
This means that f1 = 1/3, f2 = 1/2 and σ1 = 1, π1 = 3, σ2 = 1, π2 = 2. The smallest
network size complying simultaneously with the observations π1, π2 is then 6 = LCM (3, 2).

More generally, formal results ensure that Ŝ = LCM (π1, . . . , πm), i.e., the smallest network
size that can generate simultaneously the M ratios f1, . . . , fM , is the ML estimator of S.
Indeed [27]

Ŝ = arg max
S

�
(
S ; f1, . . . , fM

)
. (12)

A sketch of the proof of (12) is as follows: (5) implies that the support of the joint
likelihood � (· ; f1, . . . , fM) is the intersection of the M supports of the single likelihoods
� (· ; fm). Moreover every single likelihood � (· ; fm) is (when restricted to its support) a
strictly decreasing function. Since the point-wise product of decreasing functions yields a
decreasing function, also � (· ; f1, . . . , fM) is monotone decreasing on its support. Thus
the most likely size parameter is the smallest integer that appears simultaneously in all the
supports of the various single likelihoods � (· ; fm). Since, thanks to (4), these supports are
of the form kπm, for k ∈ N

+, Ŝ is the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the π1, . . . , πM .

4 Characterization of the ML estimator (12)
On one hand, the discontinuous nature of the LCM operator leads to non tractable forms
for the estimator’s distribution, i.e., P

[
Ŝ ; S

]
, and its statistical moments. On the other

hand, the discrete nature of f1, . . . , fM induces an interest in studying the probability
of incorrectly estimating the size, i.e., P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
. In this section we see how Ŝ can

be characterized in terms of its error probability and how to overcome the difficulties in
performing an explicit computation by deriving a novel upper bound that is also tight.

Remark 11 We stress the fact that Ŝ �= S actually means Ŝ < S, i.e., the estimator
cannot over-estimate S. Indeed, assume that the (unique) prime representations of the
estimand S and of the πms defined in (6) are

S = 2γ23γ35γ5 · · · πm = 2γm
2 3γm

3 5γm
5 · · · (13)

Since, as stated in (7), Ŝ = LCM (π1, . . . , πM), it follows that

Ŝ = 2γ̂23γ̂35γ̂5 · · ·
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where
γ̂2 =̇ max

m
{γm

2 } , γ̂3 =̇ max
m

{γm
3 } , . . . (14)

Moreover, since πm ≤ S by construction (c.f. (2)), it follows that γm
ν ≤ γν for every

ν ∈ primes(S). Therefore γ̂ν ≤ γν and Ŝ ≤ S.

4.1 The old bound on P
[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
Define α(p, S) as the probability of incorrectly estimating the unknown network size S for
a given rate p in (1)

α(p, S) =̇P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S, p

]
(15)

so as to highlight the dependency of the error on the Bernoulli parameter p. In the case of
scalar memories (M = 1), the following two events can happen:

• the number of successful y
(i)
1 s generated during the initialization phase, i.e., y1, is not

coprime with S. This implies that the ratio f1 computed by the average consensus
is s.t. its coprime representation f1 = σ1/π1 has π1 < S (and in particular, π1 �= S).
The ML estimator is in this case wrong;

• y1 is coprime with S. This leads to π1 = S, and in this case the estimator is right.

For M = 1 the cardinality of the set of outcomes yi leading to perfect estimates is exactly
the number of totatives of S, i.e., φ(S) with φ(·) the Euler phi-function. To bound α(p, S)
in (15) consider further that, for S big enough:

• the distribution of the totatives of S in N
+ is approximately uniform;

• at least up to S = 1010, the number of totatives of S is s.t. φ(S)/S > 0.15;

• for p not close to zero or one, the binomial distribution (4) can be approximated
with N

(
pS,

√
p(1 − p)S

)
.

Using the above considerations the authors of [27] conclude that for M = 1 the counter
ym is a totative of S with at least probability 0.15. This implies that the probability of
error can be bounded as α(p, S) ≤ α =̇ 0.85.

For M > 1, [27] concludes then that

α(p, S) ≤ αM . (16)

Indeed, Ŝ = S as soon as at least one fm is s.t. ym is a totative of S (i.e., as soon as
ym = σm, for which it follows that fm = σm/πm = σm/S and thus πm = S), and this event
happens with probability at least 1 − α. Thus a necessary condition for Ŝ �= S is that
πm �= S for all m = 1, . . . , M . Since P [πm �= S] ≤ α, (16) follows immediately.
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4.2 A new bound on P
[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
Bound (16) is pessimistic since the event “πm �= S for all m = 1, . . . , M” is only necessary
Ŝ �= S but not sufficient. This is the case considered in Example 6 where S = 6, M = 2
and f1 = 1/3, f2 = 1/2 and thus π1 = 3 �= 6, π2 = 2 �= 6 but, at the same time,
Ŝ = π1 · π2 = 6 = S.

The aim of this section is to derive a new, refined, bound for (16) and to show that:

• the new bound vanishes asymptotically faster in M than the old one;

• the new bound is tight for opportune networks sizes S;

• the new bound provides insights on the role of the Bernoulli parameter p in (1)
allowing us to design p more efficiently than before.

We then start the derivations by considering that the following 5 conditions are equivalent:

1. Ŝ = S (i.e., 2γ̂23γ̂35γ̂5 · · · = 2γ23γ35γ5 · · · );

2. γ̂ν = γν for every prime ν ∈ primes(S);

3. maxm {γm
ν } = γν for every prime ν ∈ primes(S) (given definition (14));

4. for each prime ν ∈ primes(S) there exist at least one m ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that
γm

ν = γν ;

5. for each prime ν ∈ primes(S) there exist at least one m ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that νγν

divides πm.

In symbols, thus,

Ŝ = S ⇔ ∀ ν ∈ primes(S) ∃ m ∈ {1, . . . , M} s.t. νγν | πm. (17)

In other words, negating the above conditions,

Ŝ �= S ⇔ ∃ ν ∈ primes(S) s.t. ∀ m ∈ {1, . . . , M} νγν � | πm. (18)

(18) plays a crucial role since it is the necessary and sufficient condition from which we
construct our tight bound for the error probability P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
. Indeed, bounding the

right-hand side of (18) we obtain an alternative bound on the probability of having Ŝ �= S:

Lemma 10

P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
≤ ∑

ν∈primes(S)

M∏
m=1

P [νγν � | πm ; S] . (19)
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Proof: Fix S, and define Θ as the set of unfavorable events, i.e.,
Θ =̇ {(π1, . . . , πM) : Ŝ �= S}, (20)

so that P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
= P [Θ ; S]. Considering (18), it must be that for any unfavorable

realization (π1, . . . , πM) ∈ Θ there must exists at least one ν ∈ primes(S) such that
νγν � | π1, . . . , νγν � | πM . Define thus the set of events that are unfavorable due to a particular
prime ν, i.e.,

Θν =̇ {(π1, . . . , πM) : νγν � | π1, . . . , νγν � | πM} . (21)
Since every element in Θ must be in some Θν , it follows that

Θ ⊆ ⋃
ν∈primes(S)

Θν . (22)

The union bound applied to (22) gives

P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
≤ ∑

ν∈primes(S)
P [νγν � | π1, . . . , νγν � | πM ; S] (23)

which in turn, given the independence of the πms, leads to (19). �
To use (19) we need to bound P [νγν � | πm ; S]; To perform the latter step we first

consider the following equivalent representation of this probability, in terms of binomial
random variables:

Proposition 7 Recall (2), i.e., that fm = ym

S
with ym ∼ Bin (p, S) as in (4). Then

P [νγν � | πm ; S] =
∑
k∈K

P [ym = kν ; S] (24)

where
K =̇

{
0, 1, . . . ,

S

ν

}
. (25)

Proof: We start by studying when νγν does divide πm. Recall then that (since S =
2γ23γ35γ5 · · · ) νγν is the biggest power of ν that divides S. Now consider that πm =
2γm

2 3γm
3 5γm

5 · · · , and that Remark 11 implies γm
ν ≤ γν for any plausible m and ν. Thus

νγν | πm if and only if γm
ν = γν .

Reversing the above implication yields νγν � | πm ⇔ γm
ν < γν . In order to find an

equivalent condition consider that since πm is the denominator of the coprime representation
of ym/S, the inequality γm

ν < γν holds if and only if ym contains ν as a factor, i.e., ym = kν
for an opportune k. In words, when ym is a multiple of ν then νγν � | πm with k any natural
number as soon as kν ≤ S, i.e., k ∈ K. Therefore

P [νγν � | πm ; S] = P

[
ym = kν : k ∈

{
0, 1, . . . ,

S

ν

}
; S
]

. (26)

Then, since the events ym = kν with k ∈ K are disjoint, we can rewrite (26) as (24). �
We then use (24) to construct the following bound:

Proposition 8 If p in (1) is s.t. p ∈ [0, S/(S + 1)] then
P [νγν � | πm ; S] ≤ P [ym ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . .} ; S] . (27)
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Proof: For convenience we distinguish the two cases S even and S odd.
Case S even: for ν = 2 (27) holds immediately since the right hand sides of (24)

and (27) are identical. For ν > 2, instead, we upper bound every P [ym = kν ; S] in (24)
by the probability that ym takes an opportune even value. To this aim let

pk =̇
{
P [ym = kν ; S] if kν is even
P [ym = kν − 1 ; S] + P [ym = kν + 1 ; S] otherwise

(28)

and define the set of indices (recall definition (25))

B1 =̇ {kν : k ∈ K, kν even}, (29)

B2 =̇ {kν − 1, νk + 1 : k ∈ K, kν odd}. (30)
We observe that:

i) Lemma 12 (in the appendix) implies pk ≥ P [ym = kν] for all k ∈ K; therefore,
from (24),

P [νγν � | πm] ≤ ∑
k∈K

pk; (31)

ii) B1 ∩ B2 is the empty set and therefore∑
k∈K

pk =
∑

j∈B1∪B2

P [ym = j] (32)

iii) (B1 ∪ B2) ⊆ {0, 2, 4, . . . , S}, namely the event [ym ∈ B1 ∪ B2] is contained in the
event “ym is even”.

(i), (ii) and (iii) together imply (27) when S is even.
Case S odd: define pk, B1 and B2 as before. We can use again Lemma 12 to claim

pk ≥ P [ym = kν] except for the one case where kν = S is odd. To circumvent this difficulty
we then find conditions ensuring P [ym = kν] ≤ pk = P [ym = kν − 1] when kν = S, i.e.,
ensuring that P [ym = S] ≤ P [ym = S − 1] (with S − 1 even, in this case). To this aim we
exploit the assumption that p ∈ [0, S/(S + 1)]; Indeed this a tight condition ensuring that

P [ym =S − 1]=
(

S

S − 1

)
pS−1(1 − p) ≥

(
S

S

)
pS =P [ym =S] .

For p ∈ [0, S/(S + 1)], thus, (i), (ii) and (iii) continue to hold and yield bound (27) also in
the S odd case. � A straightforward application of (27) is then found in bounding (19):

Corollary 2 If p in (1) is s.t. p ∈ [0, S/(S + 1)] then

P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
≤ |primes(S)| β(p)M , (33)

with
β(p) =̇ 1 + (1 − 2p)S

2 , (34)

i.e., the probability that a realization of a binomial random variable distributed as Bin (S, p)
is even.
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Figure 2: Graphical comparison of the upper bound (16) and the novel bound in (33).
Following [27], we have set α = 0.85 in (16) while for the novel bound we have considered
the range of sizes [1, 106] for which we have found numerically maxS∈[1,106] |primes(S)| = 16
and set p = 1/2.

Remark 12 Since for ν = 2 the quantities

P

[
ym = kν : k ∈

{
0, 1, . . . ,

S

ν

}]

and
P [ym ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . .}]

are equal, bound (27) is tight. This also implies that (33) is tight as soon as S is a power
of two.

5 Tuning the Bernoulli parameter p

By adopting a classical Fisherian approach, we may optimize the Bernoulli parameter
p so as to minimize the worst-case upper bound on the error probability (33) over a
certain range of possible networks sizes [1, Smax]. Independently of Smax, nonetheless, this
approach leads the optimal Bernoulli parameter to be p = 0.5, corresponding to a global
minimum of β(p) for any S that is a power of two. We may thus specialize bound (33) as

P

[
Ŝ �= S ; S

]
≤ |primes(S)| 2−M . (35)

(35) allows us to compare the old and new bounds, (16) and (33) respectively, as functions
of M , as shown in Figure 2.
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6 Finite time convergence and quantization issues

Practical implementations of average consensus protocols introduce two different types of
problems:

1. one has to determine when the distributed computations are terminated, i.e., one
has to detect when consensus has converged;

2. one has to implement quantization schemes; in other words, the quantities y(i)
m must

be encoded using a finite number of bits. This implies that the computed quantity
may actually differ from the desired average.

The analysis of practical implementations of average consensus schemes has been
extensive in the literature, and has brought to a variety of strategies. E.g., the partially-
quantized updates / deterministic quantizers approach in [26] ensures almost surely finite
time convergence times to a quantity that is within 2 quantization bins.

For our purposes, to analyze the effect of these computational errors it is sufficient to
assume that agents can compute approximated versions of the sample averages fm in (2)
as

f (i)
m = fm + Δ(i)

m m = 1, . . . , M, i = 1, . . . , S (36)

where the terms Δ(i)
m are introduced to model quantization errors. The constants Δ(i)

m

represent then the effect of choosing a particular quantized average consensus algorithm.
For instance, using [26] guarantees

∣∣∣Δ(i)
m

∣∣∣ < Δmax with Δmax = (1/2)b−1 and b being the
number of bits used to encode each transmitted scalar.

To cope with the error terms Δ(i)
m ’s we then consider the following scheme: Assume to

know that S ≤ Smax for an opportune bound Smax. Then the plausible fm live in a finite
and a-priori known alphabet, i.e.,

fm ∈ F =̇
{

σm

πm

}
σm=0,...,S; πm=1,...,S

. (37)

Thus as soon as f (i)
m /∈ F agents can map f (i)

m into its closest element in F .
In particular, as soon as Δmax is “sufficiently small” the measured average f (i)

m is
mapped into the exact average sample fm. In other words, when Δmax is sufficiently small
we recover an estimation scheme that is insensitive to quantization effects. To quantify
the requirement on the worst-case absolute errors, we consider that the smallest distance
between the elements of F is 1

Smax(Smax−1) . Thus the condition is then

Δmax <
1

2Smax (Smax − 1) .

For instance, using the uniform quantizer [26] we find that a network of 200 agents reaches
insensitivity to quantization errors when using 17 bits per transmitted scalar, while a
network of 1000 agents is insensitive as soon as it uses more then 20 bits.
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7 Conclusion
We considered the problem of estimating the size of a network, a task that is instrumental
to developing algorithms for solving distributed operations such as distributed averaging
or summing.

Being interested in basic and easily implementable strategies, we moreover focused on
networks that are anonymous and composed of peer agents seeking for consensus (i.e.,
aiming at having all the same information when the algorithm terminates).

We then considered a specific strategy that generalizes the algorithm “agents elect
a leader, the leader generates 1 and the non-leaders 0, then agents compute an average
consensus, that leads to the inverse of the searched network size”. Our procedure, indeed,
removes the need for implementing a leader election algorithm, and requires only the
computation of averages on some randomized i.i.d. Bernoulli trials.

This paper then completes the statistical characterization of the algorithm through a
novel tight bound on the probability of errors and a more precise indication on how the
Bernoulli trials success rate should be chosen. These results thus close the theoretical
questions on the statistical performance of this particular estimator.

Future research directions are then on both the implementation aspects of the algorithm,
and on how it can be used as a building block to solve other and more complicated
distributed tasks, such as assessing distributedly the convergence levels of average consensus
algorithms.

Acknowledgments we thank Dr. Federica Garin for the insightful discussions during
the writing of this manuscript.

Appendix
Lemma 11 The following inequality involving a polynomial in the variable x

αxk−1(1 − x)n−k+1 − βxk(1 − x)n−k + γxk+1(1 − x)n−k−1 ≥ 0,

where α, β, γ, n ∈ R≥0, and k ∈ [1, n − 1], holds uniformly with respect to x ∈ [0, 1] if and
only if β2 ≤ 4αγ.

Proof: The choices x = 0 and x = 1 do not constrain the parameters. When x ∈ (0, 1)
the above inequality reduces to the study of

α(1 − x)2 − βx(1 − x) + γx2 ≥ 0. (38)

The latter quadratic has minimum (with respect to x ∈ [0, 1]) equal to (−β2 + 4αγ)/(4(α +
β + γ)). �

Lemma 12 Let b be a binomial r.v. with n ≥ 2 trials and success probability p, i.e.,
b ∼ Bin (n, p). Then the following inequality holds for all k = 1, . . . , n − 1

P [b = k − 1] − P [b = k] + P [b = k + 1] ≥ 0.
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Proof: By Lemma 11 a sufficient condition is given by
(

n

k

)2

≤ 4
(

n

k − 1

)(
n

k + 1

)
,

which, by explicitely computing the binomial coefficients, is found to be equivalent to

3k2 − 3kn + n + 1 ≤ 0.

The above polynomial, seen as a function of the real variable k, is convex, has a unique
critical point in n/2 and is non-positive at the points k = 1 and k = n − 1 whenever n ≥ 2.
�
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